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FOREWORD 

This publication is one or a series of nine monographs extracted 
from the Proceedings of the Fourth National Symposium on Law EnforCeillent 
Science and Technology, 

The principal Symposium theme of "Crime Prevention and Deterrence" 
was chosen by the National Institute as a reflection of LEAA' s overall 
action goal - the reduction of crime and delinquency, Whereas previous 
Symposia examilled methods of improving the operations of individual 
components of the criminal justice system, the Fourth,Symposium was 
purposefully des:l.gned to loole beyond these system components and focus 
on the goal of crime reduction. 

A major conferen~e subtheme was "The Management of Uhange: Putting 
Criminal Just:t.ce Innovations to Work." The Institute's overall mission 
is in tha area of applied rather than basic research, with special 
attention being given to research that can be translated into operational 
terms within a relatively short period of time. We have therefore 
been interested in exploring the obstacles to the adoption of new 
technology by criminal justice agencies. Many of the Symposium papers 
identify these obstacles - attitudinal, organizational, and political -
and discuss how they are being overcome in specif:1.c agency settings. 

The titles of th~ nine Symposium monographs are: Deterrence of Crime 
in and Around Residences; Research on the Control of Street Crime; 
Reducing Court Delay; Prevention of Violence in Correctional Institutions; 
Re-integration of the Offende'r into the Community; New Approaches to 
Diversion and Treatment of Juvenile Offenders; The Change Process in Criminal 
Justice; Innovation in Law Enforcement, and Progress Report of the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. 

This monograph discusses the results of a series of studies that have 
examined the problem of controlling residential crime. Topics discussed 
include preventative. measu·tes such as building codes, architectural design, 
police patrol, and citizen education. In addition there is a discussion 
of burglary as a pattern of behav:l.or. 
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IN'rRODUC'J:ION 

~~he Fourth National Sympos:l.um on J,,(lW guf.or.cement Sc:t€m.c.c and 
rrachnology was held in WtlShington, D,C. on May 1-3> 1972. L:l.kc 
the three prCV:tOU8 Symposia) :1.1: was sponsored by the Nationtll 
Institute. of J ... aw EnJ;orccUlent and C:dm:tnal Justice of;' tllO Law 
gnforcen\(~~l,t Assistance Administration. l.I.'he l'i'our.th Symposium was 
conducted 'by the lnst:l.tut:e of Cr:J.minal Jus tico and C);':tminology 
of the Univer.e:l.l:y of Moryln.nd. 

These Symposia arc one. of the mcnns by whic.h the Nat:tonal 
Insti tul:c 6 trivos to l\chievc the. obj ective. of f3 tX'(;,\ngthen:Lng 
criminal j ueti~c in t11:1.9 country thr.ough research and devel-
opment. '1.'he Sympos:J.a b:ring into direct coritact the rc:search anU 
development commun.ity with t.:he oper.ational personnel of: the law 
cmforcement systems. The most recent £lccompliahmcmts of "sc:J,cnce 
and technology" in the area of ct'iminal justice are presented to 
o1'o1:'at1.on£11 agcnc:lea - law cnforcement, courts, and correct:/.ona -
:l.n a series of wO'I:kshops and plenary k~ess:Lona. The giVe and take 
of the workshops , followed 'by :J.nformal d:tscussions between the more 
.formal gatherings, p:rovide the scholar and roscar.cher with the all 
important response and criticism of the practitioner, while the 
latter has the opportunity to hear. the analyst and the planner 
present.: the newest suggcst:Lons ~ trends and prospects for. the 
future, In the case of the 170urth Symposium, these opportun:J .. t:J.cs 
were amply utilized by over 900 participants from across the country. 

The specific theme of the l~our.th Symposium was "Cr:l.lne 
Prevention and Dete:rrence. II The contcnt and the work or; the 
Symposium must be seen aga:tnst the immediate background of t.:he 
activities of the Nat:l.onal Advisory Commission on Criminal. Justice 
Standards and Goala, which was appOinted several months earlier 
and by the time of the Symposium was deeply involved in :I.ts 
mammoth task. Another major background factor was the National 
Conference on Corrections, held in Williamsburg 8hortly before. 
More generally, of course, the Symposium was one of lnany actiVities 
in the all-encompassing national effort to reduce crime embodied 
in the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, and the 
subsequently established Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 

A twelve-member Symposium committee made up of representatives 
of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and the Institute 
of Criminal Justice and Criminology of the University of Maryland 
was responsible for planning and arranging the Program. The 
program, extending over three days, was organized around three daily 
subthemes which were highlighted in morning plenary sessions. These 
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subthemes were further explored in papers and discussions grouped 
around more specific topics in the afternoon workshops. 

The fil'st day waB one of taking stocl~ of recent accomplishments. 
Richard A. McGee, President of the American Justice Institute, 
reviewed the progress of the last five years, and Arthur J. Bilek, 
Chairman of the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission) addressed b:i.m
self to criminal justice as a system, the progress ma,de toward 
coordination, and the :llls of a non-SY8 tem. The six aftemoon work
shops of the :t:lrst day dealt with recent accompl:I.shments in prevention 
and deterrence of cr:J.me aro\.md residences, viol.ence in corr(~ctional 
institutions, control of street crime, court delay~ community involve
ment in crime prevention, and the reintegration of of:tenders into the 
community. 

The subtheme of the second day was formulated as tiThe Management 
of Change - Put ting Innovations to Work." '1'his is a reference to the 
frequently noted fact that the findings of many research projects all 
too often do not resul.t in operational implementation, in spite of the 
funds, energy and competence invested 1n them. New methods that are 
adopted often prematurely die on the vine ,I with the old routines 
winning out and continuing on as before. 'the obj ect:f.ve of the 
Symposium sessions was to idel1tify the obstacles to c1\ange and to 
explore ways of overcoming them. Thus two papers given in the 
morning plenary sesSiOtl by Robert B. Duncan of Northwestern University 
and John Gardiner of the NationB,l Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice dealt, respectively, with attitudinal and political 
obstacles to change. The five afternoon workshops developed this 
theme further by discussing the change process within specific law 
enforcement and correctional settings. From ther'e attention shifted 
to the role that public service groups play in the process of change, 
the pilot cities experience, and the diversion of juvenile offenders 
from the criminal justice system. 

l'he third day of the Symposium was turned over to the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. The 
daily subtheme was listed as "Future Priorities." More particularly, 
however, this was a series of progress reports on the all important 
activities of the Commission, presented by the Executive Director, 
Thomas J. Madden, and representatives of the Commission's four 
Operational Task Forces on standards and goals for police, the courts, 
corrections, and community crime prevention. 

Finally, there was a presentation on the management of change 
within th'e eight "Impact Cities" - <'a major program of the Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration - by Gerald P. Emmer, Chairman 
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of LEAA's Office of Inspection and Review. 

By reproducing the contributed papers of elle Symposium, the 
Proceedings admil:'t'\bly reflect.: the current intellectual climate of 
the criminal justice system in I:h:1.s country. It should be kept: 
in mind that the majority of these papers p'resent the results of 
research and demonstration pr.ojects - many of them experimental 
and exploratory - which have been funded by State aud/qr Federal 
agencies and private functions. Thus these papers do not only 
r.eflect the op:l.nions of their authors., but are also indicative of 
the total climate of action, thought, and quest for new solutions 
regard:lng the crime problem in thil; country. 

No reproduct:i.on of the papers of: a professional meeting can 
:Eully reflect the flavor and the total contribution or the event. 
The questions and remarks from the meeting floor, the d:t.sC!useions 
in the workshops, the remarks exchanged in the corridors, over 
meals, or in the rooms of the participants often represent the 
maj or ac.complishment of such a gat.:hcr:i.ng. New face-to-fac.e 
contacts and awareness of things done by others - both :lndividuals 
and agencies - is often the 11I0St important byproduct the 
participant takes home with him. '£11.i8 Symposium w'as r:lch in all 
of this. Close to one thousand persons from all. over the country, 
representing all component elements of the criminal justice system 
mingled together for three days under the aegis of a major Federal 
effort to do something about crime flnd delinquency, which have 
risen to unprecedented prominence over the lasL decade. The 
Symposium prov:tded the needed na.tional forum fot' all those engaged 
11", the c.'cime prevention and control effort. 

Peter P. Lejins, Director 
Institute of Criminal Justice and 

Criminology 
University of Maryland 
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PROPOSAL FOR A MODEL RESIDENTIAL BUILDING SECURITY CODE 

Janelle Blanchard, Legal Research Assistant, 
Institute of Planning and Housing, New York University 

Introduction 

The incidence of crime in residential areas has been rising at 

an alarming rate over the past several years. With this rise in crime 

has come a rise in fear tha.t results from the fact that ones home is 

no longer the traditional sanctuary of safety from outsiders. The de-

sire for a safe and secure residential environment is a concern com-

mon to all people regardless of the type of building and area in which 

they live. Likewise, fear of crime is widespread throughout society. 

Yet, although some private action has been taken by individuals invest-

ing in various security devices, little effective public action has 

been taken by governmental units to combat this crime wave. 

Combattance is made espeaially difficult in residential areas 

because of the dispersion and/or invisibility of crime targets. Police 

surveillance at its current levels simply cannot Le as widespread as 

the criminal activity which it seeks to deter. The prevention problem 

is many-fold. It depends in large part upon a combination of changes 

in the make-up of the society which currently produces individuals who 

assume criminal roles. These considerations are beyond the scope of 

this paper. Presention in the context of this paper refers not to the 
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elimination of the criminal but only to those physical changes which role of a building code is the protection o~ the health and safety of 

can hinder or thwart the criminal in his work. residents through requirements relati'Clg to structural soundness, fire 

There are many physical changes in buildings which can serve to protection, and prevention of health hazards. The area of building 

prevent residential crime. They vary greatly in complexity, cost., and security--protection of people and property in buildings against crili.e--

effectiveness--from simple hardware installed on existing openings to was not encompassed within this concept of health and safety. For in 

major changes in design of new buildings. The purpose of the instant the early part of the century, when most building codes were first 

work is to consider those,physical design elements which might be in- written, residential crime was not a matter of concern. 

corporated into building codes as a means of residential crime preven- But historical explanation is not current justif~cation, and the 

tion. need to secure buildings against crime is now acute. In the modern 

It is the thesis of this papeL that building code provisions, while context, protection of persons and property against the criminal in 

not the entire answer to implementation of residential security, can residential buildings is certainly a necessary part of assuring the 

serve an important function in this area. Development of a comprehen- health and safety of building residents. The safety element relates 

sive model residential building security code is a necessary step in to the physical well-being of residents which is threatened by the 

the process of making best use of building codes as vehicles for com- incidence of robbery, rape, assault, and other crimes against the 

batting residential crime. person. Health refers more broadly not only to the physical condition 

of individuals who may be the victims of crime but also to the psycho-
Background On Building Codes 

logical well-being of individuals which is currently jeopardized by 
Until very recently there was no mention of any security provi-

the fear of crime directed against both persons and property. Not 
sion in any building code. Even at present, none of the four nation-

only are individuals often terrorized by the current level of crime 
wide model building codes, which are used by a large number of the 

but also the interpersonal fabric of the society is being gradually 
municipalities and otheL governmental jurisdictions in the country, 

eroded by the distrust of individuals towards each other. 
has any provisions at all relating to building security--not even the 

simple requirement of a lock on the entrance door of a dwelling. Purpose of a Model Residential Building Security Code 

This total neglect of the security area by building codes can Code provisions are the most far-reaching means of implementing 

be explained historically. Building code requirements are promulgated building security measures, for to the extent that such provisions are 

as a part of the police power of the various states. The traditional enacted, they become mandatory requirements. A model code, if thought-

fully researched and tested, well written, and widely disseminated, 

2 
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could greatly speed the enactment of such security provisions by local 

lawmakers. 

Little doubt remains, especially in the urban areas of our country 

in which a majority of the population now resides, that building security 

is a problem. The real issue reg~r.ding security is whether a building 

code--or any other code or ordii. ance--is an appropriate vehicle by which 

to increase implementation of building security measures. 

The traditional focus of building codes, as stated previously, 

was the protection of the health and safety of building occupants--a 

people rather than a property emphasis. In contrast, much of the cur-

rent discussion of crime in both residential and commercial buildings 

refers to burglary prevention--a property orientation. To view the 

building security question entirely or even predominantly as a means 

of preventing crimes against property rather than crimes against per-

sons is to be unrealistic about the current crime problem and the de-

gree to which personal confrontation and/or injury is the resultant 

factor. Although a residential building security code must concern 

itself' with protection of both people and property, the overriding need 

for prc'.~ection of people in buildings certainly makes building security 

a proper subject for building codes. 

Fire protection is one traditional people-oriented concern of 

building codes. Fire protection provisions often are directly contra-

dictory to the maintenance of building security. Most obviously, the 
" 

greater the required number of means of egress from a building, the 

harder it is to prevent intrusion by unwanted outsiders. 

Advocacy of security considerations is not intended as a suggestion 
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that necessary fire protection should be neglected in any way, but 

the ~wo considerations must be viewed in perspective. Current building 

code requirements for fireproof construction materials are sufficiently 

stringent that fire rarely is of the proportion requiring mass evacua

tion of a residential building. For example, the New York City Housing 

Authority Insurance Division does not even list fire among its cate

gories of liability for personal injury claims--indicating the negli

gibility of fire as a life-safety threat. Thus, the success of fire 

construction materials requirements may indicate that some fire-design 

requirements (e.g., placement and type of doors, corridors, and stair-

ways) are no longer vital to fire protection. 

A balancing of fire and security provisions for buildings will 

always be essential. Much testing will be needed to establish to what 

extent current fire requirements are overly stringent in their quest 

to assure life-safety in buildings. But, because security in buildings 

has arrived at the point of being another life-safety consideration, 

security factors can no longer be ignored when adopting or revising 

building construction requirements. The fact that these two concerns-

fire and crime--must be jointly considered makes it all the more impera

tive that security provisions be embraced within current building codes 

rather than pushed aside into some separate, code dealing with security 

only. 

The competing considerations regarding residential buildings 

yield different results than for commercial buildings. Security of 

commercial buildings is generally oriented to non-business hours when 

such buildings are not occupied and as such is basically a question 
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of protection of property--burg1ary prevention. Therefore, the possible 

conflicts between fire protection and security are not so severe. If 

the point is reached where security during business hours is an impor-

tant concern in the commercial building sphere, commercial and resi-

dentia1 building security, considerations would become much more ana10-

gous, especially on the life-safety issue with regard to large high-

rise office and apartment buildings. The commercial sphere is beyond 

the scope of the subject matter here. 

In residential buildings, the security question involves both 

people and property at all hours of the day and night. Distinctions 

should be drawn between private one or two-family dwellings and mu1-

tip1e dwellings. The private home is much harder to secure because 

of the greater number of possible entrances to the building. But a 

private owner iG free to act in whatever manner he deems necessary in 

order to secure his home against crime. 

Multiple dwellings involve several security factors that are 

either absent from or not as generally applicable to other residential 

buildings. First, multiple dwellings normally involve a 1and10rd-

tenant relationship rather than private ownership. Tenants are not 

as free as owners to make security modifications. A landlord may not 

object to a tenant's putting an extra or better lock on his entrance 

door as long as it is not installed in a"destructive manner, but such 

hard\~are is likely to be considered a permanent fixture such that the 
", 

tenant is not free to remove his investment at the time that he quits 

the premises. 

Relevant in this regard is a second factor--that of the ability 

6 ,J 

of tenants to pay for security. Low income ~enants are least able 

to invest in security hardware and are most apt to be living in build-

ings where such hardware is needed. Higher income apart~ent buildings 

already often have door guards and/or intercom systems to regulate who 

enters the building. Thus, their protection problems a~e less acute 

because of this voluntary landlord action. The landlord in a high-

income building is much more apt to provide security because his ten-

ants are able to meet the costs of such when he passes them along 

through higher rents. The low income landlord often has a more re-

stricted profit margin and is not apt to expend money for tenant safety 

without the compulsory incentive of a governmental requirement, coupled, 

of course, with appropriate means of enforcement and sanctions for non-

compliance. 

Another consideration unique to multiple dwellings involves the 

common areas of such buildings. These may be minor in the case of 

low-rise, garden-type apartments where the door to each unit opens to 

the outside. Often the common areas involve an extensive .system of 

lobbies, corridors, stairways, and elevators, as well as storage and 

service areas. With regard to these common areas, individual tenants 

can exercise little if any control. Thus, landlord inaction assures 

at least a potentially unsafe building; the only variabl~ would be the 

absence or presence of individuals with criminal intent. 

In multiple dwellings, much more than in commercial or private 

residential buildings, the most fear is generated by crimes against 

people rather than against property. This is especially true in com-

mon areas where little if any personal property is involved. (The 
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landlord, by contrast, will be concerned with damage to common area 

equipment, such as elevators, and possible structural damage from 

vandalism.) Since traditional building codes are oriented to protec-

tion of people, the question of security in multiple dwellings with 

common areas is perhaps the single most appropriate building security 

problem to be met by building codes. 

Current Residential Building Security Codes 

In a recent study of building codes by the Institute of Planning 

and Housing at New York University" approximately 20 local jurisdic

tions were found to have either proposed or enacted building security 

provisions, almost entirely within the past two or three years. Of 

these, there were seven enacted codes dealing in whole or part with 

residential building security. These seven localities varied greatly 

in size, but they were all either major metropolitan areas or suburbs 

thereof. 

The simplest of these codes call fo! nothing more than a dead 

bolt lock on the door of each dwelling unit in an apartment or hotel. 

Some of these lock provisions specify minimum throw and/or hardened 

steel inserts in the dead bolts. Provision is often made for some 

governmental unit to approve alternate devices. 

More elaborate codes have set forth requirements for various 

building entrances: swinging doors, sliding doors, windows, and 

various other openings. All of tRese provisions are related to se-

curing these openings against intrusion. Design elements such as 

location of glass in doors and rabbited door jambs are specified. 
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Construction materials enter into the pictu~e with such requirements 

as door thickness. Various hardware devices are mentioned, including 

locks, grilles, non-removable hinge pins, viewing devices (peepholes), 

and security chains. 

All the above-mentioned requirements are directed to securing 

individual dwelling units. Some apply only to units within multiple 

dwellings. Others are equally applicable to detached homes. One code 

goes further in giving some consideration to the common areas of mul-

tiple dwellings, requiring such things as mirrors in elevators, inter-

com systems between individual apartments and t~e front door, and 

lighting of specified intensity in the area of the building entrance. 

Hardware and Construction Materials 

The most common place to begin to secure a dwelling unit is the 

door. Various locks are available and provide varying degrees of 

effectiveness. Standards have yet to be adopted to determine the 

minimum lock requirements necessary for security, but various con-
, 

siderations are evident from the variety of provisions which cur-

rently exist. 

A dead bolt and/or dead latch is essential. The standard latch 

which functions primarily to keep the door in closed position can 

easily be loided (pushed back) with such instruments as a credit card 

or nail file. A dead bolt or dead latch prevents loiding because 

the portion of the lock which extends into the door jamb (the strike) 

cannot be pushed back without a key from the outside or a key or turn-

piece from the inside. The throw is the distance that the dead bolt 
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or latch extends into the strjJ"e. Mini1Uum throws should always be they may not be lifted from their f'r.·ames" Special materials and/or 

specified to assure ef.fectiveness of locks. Bolts may be required bars or SC1:eens may be required in certain locations. Louvered windows 

to consist of specially hardened material so they cannot be cut may be disallowed or require special protection. Provisions should 

through. Secondary locks may be required. Another. possibility is also be made for other possibh~ building openings. 

that locks be changed after each tenancy. Various a~Ull:m systems are available as security devices. These 

Other considerations relevant to doors relate to the hinges, may (dther r:lng inside or outside the building or may be silent and 

joints, and materials of,which the doors are made. Out-swing:lng tied to a cenLral alarm se'rvice with connection to the 10l!al police. 

doors should have non-removable hinge pins. In-swinging doors should Such dev:l.c!:'·~ are costly and as yet far from foolp'roof. The large num-

have rabb:t.ted jambs to prevent violatiOn of the function of the strike. bers of false alarms as well as cost and manpower considerations cur-

Doors should be required to be of a deSignated solid thickness. In rently render alarm devices highly impractica.l as mandatory requirements. 

the alternative, they can be faced with a strengthening material, The security devlces discussed thus far, while serving to p'rotect 

either on the inside of the door or installed in some other manner to both people and property, are the basic elements of a burglary preven-
! 

prevent its removal from the outside. If glass is permitted in doors, tion system. Other items, although also relevant to prevention of 

it should be of a special material to resist cutting or breaking or crimes against both people and property, emphasize the people-protecting 

guarded by metal bars or screening and should be placed a sufficient aspect of building security. 

distance from the door knob. People-protecting devices which are equally useful for individual 

Various types of doors should be considered. Special locking entrance doors in all types of. buildings are peepholes and security 

devices may be required for double doors or dutch doors. Sliding chains. Peepholes allow a person on the inside to view someone stand-

glass doors necessitate locks and special construction so that the ing outside. Size and quality of such devices are relevant ~or maxi-

doors can't be lifted out of their frames while in locked position. mum protection. Security chains ure used to open the door a small 

Mounting screws for lock cases must be inaccessible from the outside. amount to view outside without allowing the outsider to Le able to 

Requirements may vary according to whether such doors are accessible push the door open any further. Another useful door device allows 

from the outside ground floor, although one must beware of a series persons on either side of the door to speak to each other . 
. , 

of balconies, which an intruder can jump or swing between once having 
. Special Considerations for Common Areas 

entered a multiple-dwelling unit in another manner. 
Certain security devices have special applicability to the pro-

1\Tindo~vs necessitate lock requirements and construction so that 
tection of people in common areas of multiple dwellings. These devices 
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have little effectiveness in isolation. Together, they make up an 

entire security system. This system concept has yet to be fully 

effected in any building security code, but it is essential to a 

determination of the usefulness of security devices and especially 

of new design concepts and fire-security balancing. 

As with individual units, the foremost problem area is doors. 

Fire considerations normally necessitate two or more means of egress 

from multiple dwellings. In security terms, this means two or more 

possible means of entry which must be locked in a way to render them 

inaccessible to intruders while still allowing them to perform their 

fire protection function of allowing residents to exit quickly. 

Tenants in a building presumably have keys to the common lobby 

door. One consideration relevant in this context i~ whether the com

mon door key ~3 different than the one a tenant uses to gain access 

to his own unit. A separate common door key will provide a more secure 

locking system than one which many different keys will open. Secondary 

exits should be inaccessible from the outside by a tenant's key. 

Controlling entry of non-tenants may be achieved through use of 

an intercom system to allow a tenant to ascertain who seeks entry and 

a buzzer reply by which the tenant may release the common door lock 

by a button in his individual unit. Such a system, if used at all, 

is usually connected only to the main door of the multiple dwelling. 

Enclosed fire stairways can cause many security problems, 
<, 

especially in situations where such a stairway leads directly to a 

secondary exit. Locking doors from the stairway into corridors at 

each level can be a boon to security, but this is often prohibited 
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by fire codes. This is a situation in which little if any attempt has 

been made to balance fire and security factors. Another necessary 

balancing determination is whether a swinging door is necessary for a 

secondary exit. Such a door allows a potential intruder to catch the 

door and enter any time someone exits from the door. A one-way revolv-

ing door in such a location would prevent this intrusion. Tests would 

have to be made to determine if this would create a hazard when fast 

exit is needed in case of fire. 

Open common areas--Iobbies, corridors, and common rooms--should 

be well lighted and should allow free visibility so that intruders have 

no places to lie in wait for unsuspecting victims. In the case of 

existing buildings, where common area design has not considered this 

visibility aspect, strategically placed mirrors can be used to enhance 

visibility. Closed circuit television cameras can be used to survey 

common areas. 

A final hazardous common area is the elevator. Mirrors can 

allow people to view the inside of an elevator car before entering. 

Audio and/or visual electronic devices can broadcast to a security 

guard and/or to landings where other individuals might ba waiting to 

use the elevators. 

Uniformity of Codes 

The construction industry is beginning to rely more and more 

heavily on industrialized building. This is being done in an effort 

to meet the tremendous housing shortage with products at a price 

affordable by as many as possible of those persons in need of housing. 
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Diversity of local building codes is a major obstacle to the creation 

of broad enough markets to make industrialized housing economically 

feasible. A large scale producer of housing units simply cannot be 

aware of and meet different requirements for every area to which his 

product might possibly be sent. 

An attempt to achieve at least a measure of uniformity of build-

ing code provisions both within and among states is currently being 

made, but the long tradition of diversity makes such efforts slow and 

tedious. Because the constitutional authority under which building 

codes are originally promulgated is the police power of the states, 

each state has the power to preempt any or all portions of the local 

building codes within its jurisdiction in an effort to promote uni-

formity. At the interstate level, no such compulsbry power is avail-

able. 

The area of building security is really only one small part of 

the scope of building codes, and uniformity of security provisions 

is far from a complete solution to the code diversity problem. But, 

since security is a new area which local legislators are only begin-

ning to consider for enactment in building codes, a widely accepted 

model residential building security code would promote uniformity at 

least in this area rather than allowing creation of a further diver-

sity problem. Also, achievement of any measure of uniformity in one 

area could serve as an impetus for further moves toward uniformity by 
.. 

those now working in other building code subject matter areas. 

As mentioned previously, there are four major model building 

codes which are currently in effect in whole or in part in many local 
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jurisdictions. None of these models has anY,security provisions. 

At least one area which has adopted a residential security provision 

has made such provision as an addition to the model code which it 

uses as its basic legislation. The development of a model residential 

building security code by an independent group could serve to encourage 

the accepted model building code groups to incorporate such provisions 

into their own models. Hopefully, the four would accept like provi-

sions; and thus entirely avoid creation of a diversity problem in the 

security area. 

Selective Applicability 

The incidence of crime and the incidence of concern over crime 

varies greatly in different parts of the country and in different 

residential settings (e.g., rural or urban, low or high income). A 

model code which seeks general applicability must have a means for 

coping with these differences. The current model building codes have 

some provisions which are only applicable to certain typep of areas. 

Local jurisdictions can select appropriate options, and the overall 

advantage of uniformity is still maintained to the greatest degree 

practicable. In the case of building security provisions, choices 

could be provided for low, average, and high crime areas. This ap-

proach is similar to the current rate system used by many insurance 

companies. 

Another issue of selective applicability relates to variations 

in types of buildings. Different provisions for different classifica

tions of buildings are already a common occurrence in building codes, 
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so security considerations will raise no new issues in this regard. 

Such diversity is not within the problems previously discussed in 

relation to industrialized building. The diversity problem exists 

between geographical areas, not between building types. 

Standards 

A major obstacle to the writing of a comprehensive and effective 

model residential building security code is the lack. of standards 

indicating the effectiveness of various security devices. Currently, 

work is being done by various government and private groups in an 

effort to develop such standards. 

What is important to consider for code-writing purposes is the 

distinction between performance standards and specification standards. 

Specification standards in security provisions would give requirements 

for hardware !n terms of specific styles and materials to be used. 

Such standards discourage innovation and can fast become obsolete as 

new and hopefully better products are developed. Performance stand

ards, on the other hand, couch requirements in terms of effect rather 

than design, thus making clear the purpose of a requirement and leav

ing producers free to develop new devices to serve these protective 

purposes. For example, a specification standard might require a lock 

of a specific description while a performance standard would prescribe 

that any locking device would be acceptable as long as it was able to 

withstand particular kinds and amounts of force directed against it. 

The difficulty with performance standards lies in their adminis-

tration. Whereas a lock, for example, can be easily perceived as 
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meeting certain design specifications, a new device which is claimed 

to perform as well would require testing and acceptance. This would 

necessitate the establishment of one or more organizations; either 

governmental or private, to perform such testing of new products. 

Then, the results would have to be approved by governmental units at 

each level where codes are p·romulgated. 

Practicality of Mandatory Provisions 

This paper has established that residential building security 

provisions are appropriate for inclusion in building codes. The ques-

tion at this point relates to which of the possible code provisions 

discussed should be placed in codes and thus made mandatory require-

ments. 

It ,(-lill be presumed for this discussion that standards have been 

developed to adequately set forth code requirements. Prior to develop-

ment of such standards, some requii:ements could be made; but it would 

be difficult, if not impossible, to write the comprehensive security 

provisions referred to here as being the ideal product of a model with 

wide applicability. 

Four basic variables are relevant in determining which security 

provisions should be ma,de mandatory. These are building type, owner-

ship of building, balancing of cost versus need, and effectiveness. 

Different combinations of these variables yield different results re-

garding the desirability of code provisions. 

The three basic building types are enclosed multiple dwellings 

with common areas, multiple dwellings with individual units opening 
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to the outside, and one or two family homes. The basic ownership 

question is whether a unit is owner occupied or whether a landlord-

tenant relationship is involved. 

As has been expressed previously, the enclosed multiple dwelling 

with common areas and characterized by a landlord-tenant relationship 

is the building type in which there is the most need for mandatory 

security requirements. This is largely because these are the build-

ings with the highest propensity towards crime, and the tenant is power-

less to act on his own to effect the necessary security system. All 

of the provisions mentioned previously could be made mandatory require-

ments. However, some are more costly than others and less necessary 

.in areas with lower crime rates. The cost/need variable must come 

into r\ay~ For example, the audio and visual electronic devices--

cl!)~(3'C circuit television surveillance, microphones in elevators, two-

way audio devices on individual unit doors--would be impractical in a 

balancing of cost versus need in all but areas with high rates of 

crime against persons. 

The sa~e security devices are generally applicable to both multi-

pl~ dwellings with individual units opening to the outside and one or 

two family houses. The main difference between these two building 

types is that there is typically a landlord-t~nant relationship in 

the former while not in the latter. However, this dichotomy is not 

absolute. A one or two family house may be rented. The increasingly 

..... 
popular cooperative and condominium ownership forms are situations of 

multiple dwellings without the typical landlord-tenant relationship. 

The question whether code provisions should be written as varying, 
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according to building type or ownership, dep~nds to some extent on 

the types of provisions which are going to be required. It is likely 

that enclosed multiple dwellings should be treated as a building type 

because, regardless of whether there is a typical landlord-tenant 

relationship or a cooperative or condominium arrangement, ownership and 

control over common areas will be dispersed and will thus present a 

situation where the governmental decision regarding mandatory require-

ments will be the most effective guarantor of security. 

In the case of other building types, the major decision is whether 

to draw a distinction between degrees of control over residential 

units. If the position is taken that, because an owner is free to 

act to secure his own dwelling, there is no need for mandatory require-

ments for privately owned dwellings; then code provisions relating to 

multiple-dwelling units opening to the outside and one or two family 

houses should be based upon the ownership factor so that individual 

homes which are renter occupied will be properly secured. If, on the 

other hand, it is felt that al~ dwelling units, regardless of the 

ownership factor, should be subject to security requirements, then 

code provisions may be written on the basis of building type alone. 

The decision would vary between jurisdictions partially on the basis 

of the rate of crime; i.e., the need for security. 

The cost versus need balance is partially related to the ques-

tion of ownership; i. e., landlord responsibility and who is best able 

to bear the expense. Since the landlord is likely to pass increased 

costs along to the tenants in any case, this is not a major issue. 

The most practical means of determining the necessity of various 
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security devices is in relation to the amount of crime in a particular 

area. Greater incidence of crime would mean greater need and would 

presumably justify more costly mandatory requirements. 

The final variable--effectiveness--involves dual considerations. 

The first is the issue of enforcement of code requirements by an appro-

priate governmental agency. At the current time, because of the bur-

glary orientation of a large number of the few existing code prOVisions, 

enforcement often falls to police departments. This does not seem 

practical on a broad basis. If security provisions are promulgated as 

part of a building code, enforcement should fall to building depart-

ment officials who are charged with enforcing the entirety of the 

building code. Some provision is needed for power to grant variances 

to provide for occasional hardship cases and for further flexibility 

in the event that performance standards have not been able to ade-

quat ely provide for innovation in design. 

Enforcement will be much easier in the case of new buildings. 

A sufficient time period for compliance must be allowed for exist-

ing buildings. Inspection of multiple dwellings is likely to be 

easier than inspection of individual homes, although this will be 

less the case in subdivisions of like cOnstruction. Also, in the 

individual home situation, the possibility of frequent change in 

status from renter to owner occupancy might make building type a 

more practical variable than ownership in the writing of code provi-

sions. 

The harder effectiveness issue is the extent to which the coopera-

tion of individual residents is needed to make security devices serve 
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their purpose. A lock is only effective in locked position. A lock 

on an individual unit, neglected by the resident of that unit, only 

endangers the persons and/or property of those in control of the unused 

security device. The bigger problem of loss of effectiveness is with 

. One ·tenant who breaks a lock on a security devices ~n common areas. 

common door or fixes it open is jeopardizing the security of all build-

ing residents. Thus, effectiveness requires not only the supposed 

"mandatory" governmental legislative act but also a program of educa

tion to achieve the cooperation necessary for actual effectiveness. 

Governmental Influence 

Governmental influence short of mandatory code requirements could 

take the form of conditions on financing for residential building con

struction or rehabilitation. Government funding is generally limited 

to housing for low and moderate income groups--those groups which are 

most apt to be the victims of residential crime. A policy favoring 

safe design as a factor in choosing projects to be funded would be 

especially effec·tive in encouraging innovative design of connnon areas 

of mUltiple dwellings to make them less vulnerable to crime. Use of 

security hardware would be harder to encourage in this manner because, 

at the time of financing, plans are often. not so detailed. 

through t.'.he Federal Housing AdministraGovernmental loan programs 

. d' for approval of loans on existing tion could require secur~tY ev~ces 

dwellings. 

The Federal Crime Insurance Program, which is currently operative 

in nine states and the District of Columbia is an effort to provide 
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insurance in high-crinle areas where private companies have failed to 

make adequate coverage ava:i.lable, includes security requirements for 

ro.sidences. Rates vary according to designations of low, average, or 

11.1gh crime areas; bu t secur:l.ty requirements remain the sume. 

?rivate Initiative 

The insurance industry :ls in a posItion to l:cquire security 

measures as prer!'!_luisites for insurance coverage. Currently the only 

device \vhich af:Eects rates to any major extent is the alarm, which is 

basically employed as a burglary prevent:lon device in commerc:l.al estab-

lishments. Beyond this, rates are often not ctttegorized to the extent 

o:E distinguishing between t'esiclential bu:llding types or giving spec:! a1. 

consideration to security devices. Security, as it relates to the 

insurance industry, is concerned with burglary and other propcrty-

oriented crimes; and the risk is spread on more general cons:lderat:i.ol1s 

than spec:i.fic secur.Lty devices. 

The biggest hope for private initiative in the creation of resi-

dences safe from crime is with the architects and builders who produce 

such housing. Up until nmv, security against crime simply has not been 

among their considerations. A program to promote awareness of and con-

cern over security problems among those in the construction industry is 

needed. This is not only where the designs of possible hazardous areas 

are conceived but also where the. purchasing is done of the locks, which 

will find their way to the doors of residences throughout the country. 
" 

If builders 'vould cease to ~rder and install unsafe locks, manufacturers 

would cease to produce them. 
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']:'):ad:ttiOlully> in the absence of sttJtutory t'!t.lqmLrClllcnt, a Inucl-

lor.d hns be(.~n under no legal. duty 1:.0 pt'otcc:t. h:l.s l:onanl:8 from ehe, 

Cl:indnal acl..:S of l:ld'rd part:Lcs comm:ltted w:l.thin £1 restdcnt:la.l bu:tJcl:l.llg. 

'1'hls posLti.on is in line w:lth th.£;. gen~~r(ll rule that; 11 pl::tva,l:e pe:rson 

docs not hnvQ a duty t;o p'l:otect n:nothe:J;' person from eriminal attll,~k 

by n third. pm:t;y. It has been jtHJt1H c2d on t.:he bas:UI of: the dlffi-

culty of for(;1s('\l\.tng crIm:tnal ncts and of Bctt:1.ng f.l stnnunrcJ of care 

whIch 1,\ landlord must: meet:, ns well as the nCJl:.Lon. that prot:ect:::l.on 

again.st: cri'nH~ is wlthln the police fUl1cUon o:C govQrnm(~n.t:. 

~'hQ. quest.Lon 0,( landlord l:l.ability for cr1m1n<11 acts ifJ one of 

the many m:cns of InndlOl:u-t(.manl: lnw thnl.: O.'J:(1 now gn:tdt,lll.Hy being 

altered by the courts in nn effort to conform tr.aditional law to the 

modern context: and thus to mor.e equ:l.tab.Ly dlstrfbul:c dul:1.es and 

.~~lset:ts Avenue. Apartment Corp., 1,39 F. 2cl L,77 (1970). There it was 

held that a landlord has a duty. to pr.otect tenants agal.nst foresee-

able crim:lna.l activit:les in the common areaS of a building. The 

rationale for this holding was the fact that the landlord has exclu-

sive control over the common areas of buildings, and thus tenants 

are powerless to protect themselves. 

This case is a big step in the direction of a safer and more 

secure living environment. However, it is not without limitations. 

Kline is specifically applicable only to those criminal activities 

which are foreseeable and thus put the landlord on notice of his duty 

of protection. With the rising crime rate in many areas, foresee-

ability becomes less of a variable as the expectation of crime 
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increases. Thus, this limitation may be more apparent than real. to establish building security code provision~, at least with relation 

Once foreseeability is established, the problem is to determine to common areas of multiple dwellings. The Kline position is judi-

what security steps the landlord must take. In Kline, the landlord cially sound. Legislative action to establish landlord liability once 

was held to the standard of security which had existed when the vic- and for all would save much unnecessary litigation and place the bur-

timized tenant had first leased her apartment approximately ten years den where it should, in fairness lie. 

earlier. This is not a realistic standard because it would mean that 

a landlord would have different duties of protection to different ten-

ants based on the length of their tenancy, even though the same common 

areas are involved in all cases. The basic standard of care, which 

the Kline court points out, is that which is reasonable in each partic-

ular case. A likely standard in the future, which the Kline court did 

not use because of a lack of evidence at trial level, is that of the 

custom in the area. If the security provided by' a landlord is below 

the customary level for the building type and area, it is likely that 

his duty of protection has not been met. However, problems arise with 

this test in the situation where all landlords in the area are in 

breach of the standard the court feels is reasonable. 

The rationale of Kline is only applicable to the common areas of 

multiple dwellings where a landlord-tenant relationship is present. 

These are the areas which this paper has argued are the most appro-

priate for regulation through building security codes. The Kline case 

is a decision of a federal appellate level court. Until its position 

is upheld by the Supreme Court, there is still much likelihood that 

other courts will continue to ~'decide this question the traditional 

way--absolving the landlord from liability. But the possibility of 

extension of Kline is another reason for governmental units to act 
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SECURITY IN PUBLIC HOUSING: A SYNERGISTIC APPROACH 

Introduction 

William H. Brill, Ph.D. 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of 

Research & Technology 
U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development 

In considering the problem of security in public housing, it is 

important to keep in mind that a public housing project is much more 

than a collection of dwelling units. It is also a social environment, 

an environment shaped by the quality and kind of relationships that the 

residents have with each other, with those who manage the project and 

with the larger society. The social environment of public housing is 

also influenced by the design of the building, its location, the ef

ficiency with which it is managed, and the availability of social 

services. The characteristics of the residents, their attitudes, 

values, and life experiences are also factors which shape the social 

environment provided by a public housing project. 

One of the central points that this paper will make is that we 

must be sensitive to all of these factors if we are going to design 

security systems at the project level that have any hope of success. 

We must be aware, in particular, of the social characteristics of the 

residen~s, their social structure, and some of their key life experiences 

... 
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and responses to their environment. It will be argued that the 

vulnerability to crime of many public housing projects, particularly 

large projects, does not stem just from design and equipment de-

ficiencies. It is not only a problem of poor lighting, uncontrolled 

access, poor locks, weak doors, and inadequate patrolling, although 

this may be the case in some projects. The problem of security in 

public housing also stems from the weak social structure of the 

residents, the absence of supporting groups, and a lack of inter-

personal trust--all factors that inhibit people from protecting 

and helping each other. 

Given the social as well as the physical properties of the en-

vironment and the related vulnerabilities of each, it follows that 

what is needed is an approach that is aimed at strengthening bo~h 

these components of the environment. At the project level, this 

means a mix of improvements~ Some directed at the hardening of 

the site, or the !'target" as it is now being called, through design 

changes and the installation of·detection and surveillance equipment; 

others aimed at increasing the social cohesion of the residents and 

their "stake" in their environment, thereby affecting the residents' 

willingness and capacity both to r~sist unwanted intrusion and to 

apply social sanctions and controls to members of their own com-

munity. 

The ideal mix of both hard and soft improvements would produce a 

synergistic effect; that is, an effect that is greater than the sum of 
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its parts, a result caused by just the right combination of the right But, what about the typically "bad" project, one that would be 

elements. In the case of security in public housing, this means we likely to have a security problem? What are its characteristics? 

would be meeting the problem on its own terms. For crime itself is a First, it would be likely that such a project would either be a 

synergistic effect, the result of an unfortunate combination of ele- high rise over eight or ten stories or a low-rise complex that sprawled 

ments. To control it, we must be equally ingenious. in a labyrinthine fashion over a large tract. It would probably be 

In developing this notion of the problem, this paper will first located in a large city al.ld could easily house over a thousand families. 

identify some of the. dominant features of the environment of public Although not dense in terms of its population per acre, the project 

housing projects where crime and property abuse could be expected to would, nevertheless, be crowded because facilities, such as playgrounds, , 

be problems. Next, to illustrate the need for approaches that are laundromats, day-care centers, transportation, as well as other im-

sensitive to social factors, and because the topic is so important in portant social services, would be limited in relation to the needs of 
; I 

its own right, the limitations of relying solely or primarily on a the population. If it were a high rise, elevators would be few and " 

hardware approach to achieve security will be discussed. These comments slow, with planned common areas small and undefined--design features 

will be followed by a brief account of a HUD-sponsored project that is which would further suggest a crowded feeling even though population 

presently testing new approaches to improving the quality of life in density might not be high. 

public housing, and which has as one of its goals the improvement of If we toured such a project, it would give us the impression of 

security in public housing. a drab, oppressive, institution-like environment. Space would be un-

differentiated. There would be £ew cues as to the kind of behavior 
The Environment of Public Housing 

The quality of life provided by public housing projects varies 
expected in any given space. Almost any kind of behavior could occur 

across the country. In many communities public housing provides some 
almost anywhere without being challenged. Equally significant from a 

of the best housing available to poor families. It even compares favor-
security point of view would be the dim lighting of the project. 

ably in a number of communities to the housing available to moderate 
The formal surveillance carried out by patrols would be made 

income families. 
difficult in a high rise by its long corridors and elevators. In a 

low-rise project the many small courtyards, numerous walkways, dark 

stairwells and basements, and dwelling unit entrances frequently 
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leading off interior corridors or stairwells would present similar sufficiently in the management process; and discontent is likely to 

problems for formal surveillance. These same features would also make exist among residents over this issue, as well as over the general 

informal surveillance--the kind carried out by the residents that is quality of management services being delivered by the authority. 

casual and spontaneous--extremely difficult. Security problems would Residents frequently feel, and with good reason, that housi~g 

also stem from the virtually unlimited access to the project. Because services, for example, maintenance, are inadequate; and they see 

some of these projects are extremely large and because they are not these deficiencies as one more sign of their social isolation and 

broken up into smaller'social groupings, open access is a real problem, neglect. Vandalism, in some instances, is an expression of just 

especially since the project, if it is one of the worst, might well be that feeling: a destructive act against an environment found barren 

located in a high crime area. and oppressive, one in which residents have no stake in and would 

The residents in our typically "bad" project would be fearful and like to destroy. 

socially isolated. Few would know more than a few people at the most The security problem in the kind of project we have been de-

in the project, even though a vast majority of them had lived there scribing comes from several sources. First, there are forms of 

for several years. We could also expect the residents of such a project domestic quarrels, often involving the male friends of the females Ii 

to be poor and black. Their incomes would be below the poverty line and who head most of the families, that may lead to violence. "Boy-

be derived largely, if not exclusively, from public assistance. House- friends," for example, have been known to demand portions of the 

holds would invariably be female headed. Children and teenagers would welfare checks which the resident families receive each month. 

abound; yet, few adult men would live in the project. The ratio of Another aspect of the security problem stems from outsiders , ' , 

children to adult men could run as high as 100 to 1. who prey on the project. These may be dope pushers, vandals, 

Social relations in such a project are marked by distrust. Few burglars, or gangs that may extort money from the residents. In 

people dare to rely on one another. The social posture of the residents some cases, these individuals might be residents of the project 

is basically defensive and insular. There is a good chance that many themselves. 

residents feel alienated from the larger society as well as from each Public housing, as can be seen from this sketch, is, at its 

other. This same feeling often extends to the housing authority, the worst, a highly vulnerable environment. Its architecture, design, 

local public agency that is responsible for managing the project. In and the weak social structure of the residents all combine to make 

many cases, housing authorities have not been able to involve tenants it susceptible to crime. 
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Although there is much that can be done at the project level 

to help with the security problem, it should be stressed that the 

problem did not originate at the project level; and it cannot 

really be solved there. Like so many of our social problems, the 

security problem in public housing really begins with the larger 

social conditions that generate poverty and with inadequate and 

short-sighted public poli~ies and programs that fail to do enough. 

In the case of public housing, the policies that are part of the 

problem are those that pack multi-problem families in institutions 

like public housing in the first place. Large concentrations of 

these kinds of families with limited social services are bound to 

make for a stressful and limiting environment. For this reason, 

it should be kept in mind that the approaches outlined and recom-

mended here are necessarily limited ones. There is only so much 

that can be done at the project level. The real solution to the 

problems of public housing, including security, lies in changes 

in those policies that stratify residents according to a narrow 

economic strata. This means changes in the subsidy system. 

HUD, of course, is aware of the needs for new approaches to 

housing subsidies and is currently sponsoring a range of studies 

and experiments designed to develop improvements in the nation's 

housing policies. One of these is an experiment in the housing-

allowance approach in which the subsidy is given directly to the 

family. .With this subsidy, the family then goes into the housing 
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market itself and secures its own housing. The family is not re-

quired, as is usually now the case, to live in a project in order 

to receive a subsidy. 

This is just one approach, and there are many variations of 

it. But, it does illustrate the possibility of alternatives and 

the opportunity for a restructuring of our housing policy. Until 

this restructuring is accomplished, we will continue to have trouble 

at the project level and be limited in what we can do to improve ,the 

quality of life in housing projects. 

The Limits of Hardware 

In order to improve security in the kind of environment just 

outlined, an integrated approach is required. On the project level, 

as noted earlier, this means a mix of improvements that, in combi-

nation, strengthen the social cohesion of the residents and their 

capacity to control their own membership and, at the same time, 

harden the physical plant and improve its design. The delivery of 

increased services and improved efficiency in the management of 

housing projects are also important parts of the mix. 

Most attempts at improving security in public housing have not 

involv~d such an integrated approach. For reasons of funding limi-

tations, lack of technical expertise, and the sheer difficulty of the 

problem, most attempts have been fragmented and piecemeal and have 

relied to a considerable extent on hardware or on other rather crude 

forms of target hardening. Although there are exceptions to this, 
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such as the work of Oscar Newman and George Rand in New York City, they simply tore the encasement off; and then~ we not only had to 

as well as the HUD-sponsored Innovation Modernization Project which replace the bulbs but also replace the encasement as well. 

this paper will discuss shortly, hardware seems to have a fasci- Another more elaborate example of the same point occurred in 

nation for many of those concerned with security in multi-family a project where crime was a problem in the elevators. To counter-

dwellings. For this reason, it might be useful at this point to act it, the housing authority installed a set of master controls 

look at some of the limitations of relying primarily on hardware to in the basement of the building which, in emergencies, could be 

solve the security problem. This should not only highlight the need used to control the elevators. A TV camera was also installed in 

to include a broad range of improvements in any security program, the elevator cars, which could be monitored from the same room 

particularly those improvements designed to strengthen the social where the master controls were located. 

fabric of the residents, but also such a discussion might have broad Again, the result was disappointing. Youths in the building 
.1 

applicability given our general tendency to look to hardware for quickly learned how to put the master controls out of action, as 

solutions to social problems. well as how to control the elevator through the use of another 

In the case of public housing, reliance on hardware has several set of controls that were located on the top of the elevator car. 

significant limitations. First, the criminal or the vandal also has They gained this knowledge, it was reported to us, by breaking 

access to technology. We should not assume that we alone control the the elevator controls and then carefully watching the repairman 

dimensions of the conflict or dete":mine its limits. The criminal can at work. These lessons, coupled with previous experience gained 

escalate, too, and this is the danger with a hardware-based security through swinging around on the cables inside the elevator shaft, 

program. It may simply result in an escalation of the conflict. enabled the youths to match the technological escalation of the : i 
I 

Consider, for example, the case of a light bulb. In some of housing authority. They would alight on the top of the elevator 

our projects, these bulbs are broken by youths running down halls or car, stop the elevator using the controls located there, open the 

stairways, holding sticks over their heads to break the bulbs. To hatch on the top of the car and then demand that the passengers 

prevent this in one of our projects, we enclosed these bulbs in metal hand up their valuables and sometimes their clothing. All the 

encasements. The result? The kids simply got narrower sticks and guard in the basement could do was to watch on the TV monitor the 

poked them through the open spaces in the encasement. In other cases, bizarre spectacle of people passing their wallets and clothes 

upwards, out of the range of the TV camera. Before the guard 
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could do anything more, the robbers would escape by forcing open, 

from the inside of the shaft, the elevator door that was even with 

the roof of the car. It was then a simple matter to step out and 

make their escape through the building. 

These two examples, perhaps, illustrate the problem in the 

extreme, as there is some reason to believe that increased sur-

veillance and other target hardening measures might deter the 

spontaneous vandal or criminal, the one who operates without prior 

plan and moves mostly against targets of opportunity that he 

stumbles across. The fact remains, however, that the criminal can 

match escalation in many cases as he also has access to technology; 

this constitutes a severe limitation to a security system that relies 

primarily on hardware. 

A second limitation is that hardware may be put to unintended 

uses. In one city, for example, where we are just now installing 

TV monitors in the lobby, we have been told by consultants that we 

should be prepared for the possibility that TV cameras will attract 

exhibitionists who want to reach a larger audience than they are 

usually able too. 

Another, perhaps more usual, limitation is that hardware may 

be misunderstood by the residents. If installed without prior 

discussion, there is the chance that it may be viewed by the resi-

dents as directed against them and viewed as another example of their 
., 

institutional environment. The presence of hardware can also create 

anxiety by making people feel less secure, by leading people to the 
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conclusion that there is real danger. Again,. discussion '\lith the 

residents about the hardware may minimize this effect. Our ex-

perience indicates that such discussions not only reduce mis-

understanding and anxiety but also can serve to elicit some good 

ideas as the residents the\llselves often have remarkable insight 

into the problem of security and the kinds of things that can be 

done about it. 

Still another limitation to hardware as the primary element 

in a security system is that, even at its best, all hardware can 

do is deter, not prevent. It may, therefore, have a high-

displacement effect. As noted earlier, certain kinds of spon-

taneous, unplanned crime may be suppressed through the presence 

of visible hardware; but the determined criminal will not go out 

of business when confronted with known detection and su'rveillance 

devices. He will simply go elsewhere. A hardware approach~ 

therefore, may just simply pass the crime from one place to 

another. And, if adopted as a general strategy,. the poo'rer com-

munities--those less likely to be able to afford complex e-

quipment--wouldbecome the most promising targets for the criminal, 

just as they seem to be for every other type of problem. 

In addition to the displacement effect, there is also the 

possibility that hardware, unless accompanied by other inter-

ventions, will also have an escalatory effect. By blocking minor 

forms of criminal behavior, it may increase the likelihood that 
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more serious crimes may occur, as the criminal may escalate the 

seriousness of the crime he is prepared to commit upon finding 

lower level activi~ies blocked. This might be particularly true of 

the drug addict. 

These limitations of hardware do not mean~ of course, that no 

hardware should be used. The point here is simply that hardware 

should not be the pr~ary focus. The search should be for the mix, 

for that right combination of moves that together produces the 

desired effect--the synergism that strengthens the social fabric of 

the residents as well as hardens the physical plant. Our research 

at HUD indicates that the mix most likely to give us this synergism 

would be one that includes design changes in the project, improve-

ments in its management, increased social services, in addition to 

the installation of some surveillance and detection equipment. 

Examples of Synergistic Approaches 

We do not at HUD have any precise formulae to tell us the exact 

improvements that should be made at the project level to give us the 

result we want. We have, however, made some beginnings. One such 

beginning is the Innovative Modernization Project, a project which 

the writer had the opportunity to develop and manage in its initial 

phases. 

The Innovative Modernization Project (IMP) is presently testing 

and evaluating in two housing .projects in each of three metropolitan 

areas--San Francisco, Cleveland, and Allegheny County, Pennsylvania--

new ways to improve the quality of life in public housing. Under this 
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project, the housing authorities in these cities, under a contract 

with HUD's Office of Research and Techn0logy, joined with expert 

R&D firms and developed integrated plans for the demonstration 

housing projects. '~hese plans outlined a number of innovative 

improvements to be tested on a pilot basis, which, if succ~ssful, 

could be applied nationwide. 

The plans prepared by the housing authorities were based on 

a thorough analysis of the social and physical characteristics of 

the demonstration sites and on a substantial awareness of the 

problems of public housing in general. They are worthy of our 

attention at this point because they reflect a synergistic approach 

to the problem of security in housing projects. 

One inn.ovation that is particularly imaginative is the design 

and construction of a high-activity area in the center of one of 

our demonstration projects in San Francisco. We plan to transform 

what is now a barren, concrete expanse, located in the center of 

the high rises that make up the project into an active, bl,1stling 
,. I 

area which will become the focus of community life for the resi- I 

I 
dents. We expect to accomplish this by concentrating a number of 

. I 

facilities and services in this area. As it stands now, many of 

these are spread throughout the project, where, as in the case of 

the laundromats located on the roofs of the buildings, they are 

vulnerable to vandalism when not in use because of their relative 
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isolation. When work is completed, the activity area will hold 

laundry facilities, a day-care center, a playground, and a shop 

where residents may borrow home improvement and maintenance e-

quipment. The area will be attractively designed and landscaped. 

We, thus, eA~ect the high-activity area to help provide the 

basis for community interaction in the project. We also hope that 

the level of activity will prevent overt vandalism and be suf-

ficient to assure people that they will be safe on the grounds of 

the project. Similar kinds of dividends are expected to flow from 

our plan to limit access to the project. At the present time, access 

is almost unlimited. Ground level walkways pass through the buildings 

and connect the street directly with the interior open space. The ele·-

vators are in small alcoves off the walkways. Our plan is to close off 

some of these walkways and place a guard or surveillance equipment at 

others. This will not only help make the project more secure, but also 

it will channel more people across the high-activity area, thus en-

couraging increased social contact and increased use of the facilities 

that will be placed there. 

Other innovations planned for San Francisco reflect the same 

multi-purpose approach. We plan, for example, to put groups of 

families on a "buddy system" and to reinforce this designation by 

color coding the apartments of these families. In the other project, 

we are using in San FranciscQ~ which is a low rise, this demarkation 

will be further accentuated by fences that will mark off groups of 

families. In this way, we hope to "de-institutionalize" the projects 
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to some extent by breaking them up into smaller social units of a size 

that someone could identify. If this happens, we feel that the social 

structure of the project will be strengthened; and the project as a 

whole will be less vulnerable to crime and vandalism. 

The breaking up of projects by both design and management changes 

is also part of the plan for our demonstration site in Cleveland. Here, 

the project we are working in is a sprawling low-rise, housing some, 

1,700 families. To strengthen the social structure and increase the 

residents' stake in their environment, as well . as to ~mprove it, we 

plan to divide the project into seven distil1c.t neighborhoods. These 

neighborhoods are not arbitrary but are based on a thorough analysis 

of friendship patterns, and the uses of space such as walkways and 

play areas. The neighborhoods, thus, confQrID to or accentuate ex-

isting patterns of interaction. 

The identity of these neighborhoods will be reinforced by a 

number of design and management changes. Each neighborhood will be 

color coded and will receive a special demonstration. These demon

strations range from changes in lighting to changes in building design 

and the layout and location of play areas. In addition, each neighbor

hood will receive its own management staff under a plan that would 

decentralize parts of the project's overall operation. We think that 

this decentralization will be more efficient as well as more re

sponsive to the residents' needs, and we also expect that it will 
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further reinforce the identity of the neighborhoods and thus 

increase the spirit of community within them. 

These are some examples of what we are trying to do at HUD 

under the Innovative Modernization Project (Brill, 1972). Our 

approach has been to try to develop innovations that fit together 

and reinforce one another, and which are based on an understanding 

of the social environment of public housing. Only time and a careful 

evaluation will tell us the degree to which we achieved the right mix 

of physical and social changes. We are convinced, at least at this 

point, that the way to increased security in public housing lies with 

making a number of mutually reinforcing improvements in the design 

and management of the projects. It seems clear that "hardening" the 

target must include changes that improve the quality of life in the 

target and the social cohesion of its occupants. 

" 
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NOTES 

1. For a further description of the Innovative Modernization Project, 
see William H. Brill, "Innovation in the Design and Management of 
Public Housing: A Case Study of Applied Research," in Environ
mental Design: Research and Practice, Proce~dings of 8.th Annual 
American Institute of Architects Researchers' Conference, 
William Mitchell, ed. (UCLA, January, 1972). 
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN CRIME PREVENTION 

Gordon E. Misner 
University of Missouri - St. Louis 

Crime and the Community 

This is a timely topic, for concern about crime" fear of crime, 

and its individual and social-economic threat is running very high. 

Fear runs across the fabric of the American body politic, and 

struggling, often halting efforts are made to make crime prevention 

more of an operational reality. It is ironic, however, that there 

has been little discussion of "community involvement" in crime pre

vention. How else can effective crime prevention programs be de-

veloped without community involvement. Success in crime prevention 

seems to be conditional and affected by the extent to which com

munity involvement is discouraged or frustrated by agencies of 

government. Professor Germann probably put the matter most suc-

cinctly when he stated: 

The community and police must be considered 
an organic unity, a mutually supportive 
partnership (Germann, 1968). 

Certainly, the concept of community involvement, in crime prevention 

or any other vital area of soclal concern, is not a new concept. It 
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is part of the v~ry fabric of self-government, ,of democratic 

government. 

As the complexities of society and government increases, as 

government becomes more separated, aloof, and more bureaucratized, 

however, so too does personal commitment and community involvement 

diminish. COlT'dl1unity involvement in its own affairs in large metro-

politan areas is a difficult task to manage and to coordinate. 

. f II • Tension often grows between C0tm1~1~i.1.ity groups pr.ees:tng or a p~ece 

of the action" and government.al agencies HhQ !'\iI,ve been delegated 

the responsibility for day-to-day operations. Efforts on the part 

of community residents to participate in crime prevention and police 

matters are often viewed as meddlesome, and as direct threats to 

their authority by policing and other criminal justice ageucies. The 

suggestion that individuals and community groups become really in

volved in the "nitty gritty" of crime prevention are often vie\ved as 

charges of official inefficiency--either implicit or explicit. 

There are several matters which seem to aff-ct:t official recep-

tivity to the idea of community involvement. TIley are as follows: 

1. First, the prior relationships between cOIl"JI1l.mity 
groups and governmental service agen~ies, es
pecially public safety agencies must be taken 
into consideration. If the history of relation
ships has been one of mutual hostility and sus
picion, then inevitably community involvement 
efforts are going to be difficult to implement 
in any real way. 
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2. From the outset, there has to be some 
agreement on goals on the part of com
munity agencies and governmental units. 

3. If this is not the case, there has to 
be some joint effort made to identify 
areas of friction; and an agreement to 
work mutually for the elimination or 
reduction of these areas of friction 
must be agreed upon by both groups. 

4. There must be both a willingness on 
the part 'of the criminal justice 
agency to re-de1egate some responsibilities 
to the public and an understanding en the 
part of the public about official sensi
tivities and pride. 

5. There must be a readiness and a willingness, 
coupled, hopefully, by an organizational 
ability on the part of the community groups, 
to accept these responsibilities. 

6. Finally, there are operational con
siderations involved in the planning and 
the implementation of community involvement. 

The SOMO Project 

Now, I should like to make some brief remarks about a project in 

St. Louis, which, in a broad sense, demonstrates some of the very 

difficult aspects of community involvement in crime prevention. In 

a very real sense, this project, the so-called SOMO program, is an 

effort in community policing. 

In 1969, the tenants of St. Louis Public Housing conducted a 

successful rent strike, the first such large-scale successful effort 

of its type in the nation. Through the intervention of an ad hoc 
" 

community group, the St. Louis Civic Alliance for Housing, the rent 

strike was finally settled with the resolution of many issues which 
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had been troubling the tenants for a number of years. The St. Louis 

Civic Alliance for Housing was a broadly based community group, 

representing such interests as organized labor, industry, tenants) 

the organized clergy, and citizenry. Its actual leadership in-

volved representatives of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters 

and the Auto Workers. The involvement of the teamsters and the auto 

workers was a natural outgrowth of the joint efforts in 1968 to 

organize the Alliance for Labor Action, an organization brought into 
\ 

being to focus labor's attention, interest, and resources on the most 

pressing social issues of the day. The two men most responsible for 

initiating the ALA were the late Walter Ruether and Harold J. Gibbons, 

International Vice President of the Teamsters and the leader in 

St. Louis locals. 

There is no need at this time to discuss the details of the 

settlement. As a result of the settlement, however, tenants were 

given, at least in theory, a voice in the management of public 

housing programs in St. Louis. During the discussions, whieh 

followed the settlement of the rent strike, various task forces 

were developed. One of these had to do with the matter of "security, II 

whatever that term implies. 

I feel I was fortunate in being selected to direct a study of 

security matters, for 'it gave me an opportunity to approach se-

curity from a human factor and a human engineering point of view. 

I found it necessary to downgrade "hardware" approaches to the se-

curity problem. 
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The conclusion of the study was that there should be established 

a tenant-based and tenant-staffed Security and Order Maintenance 

Officer system--hence, the acronym SOMO. The conclusions and the 

plan of action recommended in the security study were adopted by HUD, 

and St. Louis was the first city in the United States where HUD 

agreed to underwrite the expenses of a security program. 

The study recommended a security force of approximately 175 

personnel, drawn from residents of the various housing projects in 

St. Louis. The tenants were to have a voice in the development of 

personnel standards, in the selection of personnel, and in other 

matters relating to security. 

Utilizing manpower training funds under the P~blic Service 

Careers program of the Department of Labor, a training program 

was approved. This program was to be designed and administered by 

the Administration of Justice Pre.gram at the U' 't f M' nlverSl y 0 lssouri, 

St. Louis. The public safety portion of the Public Service Careers 

program was actually a program involving three different federal 

agencies: Labor's funds, the community contacts of the Community 

Relations Service, and the grant management authority and ex

perience of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 

As conceived, the SOMO program was just as its name 

implies--security and order maintenance. The SOMO force was 

never conceived as being a polic~ force. Its personnel were not 
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authorized to carry firearms; the personnel possessed only the 

citizen's power of arrest. Criminal matters were to be referred 

to the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department, which retained 

full authority in the criminal investigation field. 

At this time, we are nearing the completion of our training 

program. We have had more than 200 trainees, and as of this time, 

slightly more than 100 are employed on the SOMO staff. All 

trainees who successfully complete the training program will have 

completed requirements for a standard Red Cross First Aid cer-

tificate. All of our personnel have taken a special 4-hour course 

in handling coronaries, the only police or quasi-police personnel 

in the region who have had such training. All of our personnel 

have completed a 3D-hour course on conflict management and family 

crisis intervention--again, the only police or quasi-police 

personnel in the region to have undergone such training. 

Now, it would be misleading if I suggested that everything 

is perfect in St. Louis or in St'. Louis housing. It is not, for 

St. Louis still probably has the worst public housing in the 

nation. Crime has not been eliminated--far from it. But, we 

have made a dent. Police figuyes show a reduction of approxi-

mately 35 percent in Part I crimes during our period of operation. 

We are happy with this, particularly when we are convinced that 

the willingness of residents to report crime has doubled! 

During bur period of operation, not a single St. Louis policeman 
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DEFENSIBLE SPACE: ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN FOR CRIME PREVENTION 

Introduction 

Oscar Newman 
Director, Institute of Planning and Housing 

New York University 

Peter Lejins, in a paper entitled "Recent Changes in the 

Concept of Prevention" presented at the 95th Annual Congress of 

Correction of the American Correction Association in Boston in 

1965, identified three categories of crime and delinquency pre-

vention: punitive prevention, corrective prevention, and mechanical 

prevention. 

Punitive prevention, he explained, involves efforts by 

authorities at forestalling crime by making more evident the threat 

of punishment. Operationally, this includes: the enactment of new 

and tougher la~vs; the reduction of the period between a.rres t and 

trial; and the streamlining of the process of booking offenders. 

Corrective prevention begins with the premise that criminal 

behavior is caused by various factors. Efforts at corrective pre-

vention, therefore, involve understanding and eliminating those 

causes before their effect on the individual channels him into 

crime. Some of the causes identified involve susceptibility to 

narcotics addiction, economic instability, a history of familial 
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problems, lack of opportunity for participation in the accepted 

life-style of society. 

Mechanical prevention involves efforts at placing obstacles 

in the paths of criminals. It is a policy which accepts the 

existence of criminals, their modus operandi, and their victims, 

and frames a program for hardening criminal targets by making them 

more inaccessible. This is accomplished by providing more intensive 

barriers of both a physical and personnel nature. The operating 

mechanisms are target-hardening, increasing the risk of apprehension, 

and, finally, increasing the criminal's awareness of these risks. 

Typical means for improving mechanical prevention include 

manpower increases in the form of police, security guards, doormen, 

tenant patrols, and dogs; and mechanical and electronic devices in 

the form of more and better locks, alarms, visual and auditory 

sensors of an electronic nature; and motorized vehicles to improve 

the mobility and surveillance capacity of limited personnel. 

Current local governmental efforts at crime prevention invc1ve 

all three of the above categories: punitive, corrective, and 

mechanical. Mechanical prevention is usually advocated as the most 

immediate panacea. 

Defensible Space 

The form of crime prevention we will be describing, termed 

"Defensible space", was seen initially to be a form of mechanical 

prevention, altho~gh it does represent a departure from normal 

practices. However, as our ~l7ork in understanding and defining the 
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operating mechanisms of "Defensible space" progressed over the a common entry. From the above, it can be ded~ced that those 

course of two years of study, it was realized that a good portion buildings publicly-supported housing across the country have been 

of our work was, in fact, a form of corrective prevention: a applying a high-density high-rise building solution which is 

mechanism which also worked to alleviate in part some of the causes predicated on the use of doormen to a set of circumstances, where 

of criminal behavior. the use of doormen is impossible economically. High density for a 

The particular new area of mechanical crime prevention that low-income population is better provided with a multi-entry solution, 

we have assigned ourselves to exploring is the improvement of where each entry is restricted to the use of only a few families. 

security in urban residential areas through the physical design of Where both of the above solutions are directed at providing 

the living environment. Urban residential areas, for a series of maximum security to their respective inhabitants, there is a funda-

reasons which have been explored ad nauseum, have of late become mental difference in approach and in the beneficiary spin-offs. The 

particularly prone to various forms of criminal behavior. Society's first approach is one in which tenants relegate responsibility for 

capacity for coping with these problems does not appear to be able security to a hired individual. A doorman guarding one entry to a 

to keep pace with their rate of increase. Those members of the building complex serving ISO to 500 families is concerned pre-

community who are in a position to exercise choice in the housing dominantly with restricting entry into the complex. He cannot, by 

marketplace are moving their families to the suburban areas. Many the definition of his job and within the framework of what is 

realize that the problems they are trying to escape are following physically possible, also be concerned with the bordering streets on 

them, but they hope at a much slower pace. which the project sits. In order to restrict entry to one limited 

An illustration will perhaps serve to point up the fundamental point of a large complex, it is usually necessary to wall off those 

differences in security design for low versus middle income housing. portions of the project bordering the streets. For a two-to ten-

Our findings to date seem to indicate a rather simple rule: where acre project, this will result in hundreds of feet of street being 

the use of a security doorman is possible on a 24-hour, year-round removed from all forms of social or visual contact. A natural 

basis, the buildings should be designed to have as many residential mechanism for providing for the safety of streets has, therefore, 

units as possible, sharing the entry controlled by the doorman. been sacrificed to insure only the security of residents within the 

Where the use of doormen is not possible due to prohibitive costs, confines of their living complex. The other solution, one in which 

buildings should be designed to have as few units as possible share 

! 
as few units as possible share a common entry off the street, 
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posit:f.ons the units, their windows and entries, and proscribes 

paths of movement and activity so as to provide a continual form 

of natural surveillance to the street as well as to the building. 

We feel that the present response of upper-income residents to the 

increasing crime problem is one which is introverted, withdrawn, and 

involves the restricting and hardening of their areas of private. 

domain. This is coupled with their forsaking of the traditional 

responsibilities felt by citzenry for insuring the continuance of 

a viable, functioning living environment for their immediate family 

and surrounding community. 

We are concerned that this response is short-sighted; that 

with every additional loek and security guard, there is a 

corresponding escalation by the criminal and an increase in fear and 

paranoia of the victim, with a decrease in the natural mechanisms 

that have once operated to insure the safety of our streets. 

Our concern is to try to determine means for improving the 

security and livability of residential environments within the urban 

setting, particularly for low and low-middle income groups. These 

are groups for \"hom housing choice is severely limited. 

Over the past two years, we have been exploring the problem of 

security in low and middle income housing where provision of doormen 

and expensive security hardware is impossible; we have uncovered 

residential environments which, by the nature of their physical .. 
layout, are able to provide security and continue to function in 

even high-crime areas. In some instances, we have been able to find 
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these environments in immediate juxtaposition to other residential 

environments, of decidedly different design, which are in the 

throes of the worst agonies of crime. 

In conclusion, we are reasonably certain that the physical 

environment provided can directly result in attitudes and behavior 

on the part of residents which will insure the security of that 

environment--will enable them to naturally undertake a self-policing 

role which will act as a very effective form of target hardening I 

not prone to the changing modus operandi of criminals--and finally 

will make evident to prospective criminals the high degree of 

probability o.f their apprehension. 

Behavior and the PhYSical Environment 

To the non-architect, it may be disconcerting to learn that the 

form of the physical environment can evoke behavioral attitudes and 

responses from both inhabitants ,and outsiders and can set a frame-

work for a life-style which, by its very nature, will create a buffer 

against intrusion while insuring its intensive use. In its most 

primitive form, physical design has the capacity to limit access and 

activity. As a simple illustration, a T-shaped intersection in a 

corridor allows a turn to either the right or the left; an t-shaped 

corridor turning to the left simply does not allow consideration of 

a turn to the right. There is no question here of a perceived re-

striction of choice by the user; the path of movement is finite and 

complete. This is, of course, a very primitive example of the 

capacity of architecture to delimit activity and paths of movement. 
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The evidence we have been compiling over the past two years of 

study indicates that by delimiting of paths of movement, by 

circumscribing areas of activity and zones of influence, by 

providing for the visual surveillance of an area, one can create 

in people--inhabitants and strangers--clear feelings as to the 

function of the space as so defined and its intended users. 

Another point must be made to the non-architect, and this is 

in the form of an apology for the architectural profession. If it 

becomes evident from our presentation that different physical 

environments can be marked by reduce crime and vandalism rates, why 

then does the architectural profession continue to provide those 

environments which result in high crime rates, the destruction of 

property, the terrorization of inhabitants, and make the residential 

population particularly prone to criminal action, both impulsive and 

premeditated. The following disclamor probably does little to enhance 

the view of the profession held in the public eye, but we hope that 

the very act of this research will remedy any critical view \Ve may 

have been responsible for creating. 

Little scientific work has been done to date to accurately 

measure the impact of physical design of an environment on the social 

behavior of its users. The number of factors required of architects 

in the resolution of the design of a building is so large and at 

times so conflicting, that insights which have not been substanti-... 

ated often go by the wayside. In our work, we have encountered many 

architects who share the opinions that will be expressed here. Many 
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have incorporated these as direct:!.ves in one b~.lilding design and 

then neglected them in another with what may appear as facile 

inconsistency. The only explanation which seems to justify this 

action is the uncertainty as to the real effectiveness of these 

design considerations and the pressures of building codes~' fire 

codes, and economics that make one's own insights seem unimportant. 

pensity and Crime 

Prior to the development of our hYfotheses, a word must be said 

on the problem of density. Our findings indicate that low-density 

environments have less crime per capita than those of high density 

(see results of cross-tabulations and regression analysis). Density 

is usually expressed in persons or units per acre, and particular 

densities will also denote a residential building prototype. As an 

example, individual, detached hou~ing in an urban setting usually sit 

on 1/6 acre and has a corresponding density of six units to the acre. 

Row housing (sometimes called tOwn-housing) has a density ranging 12 

to 18 units per acre. Walk-up buildings have a density as high as 

40 units per acre, depending upon the number of floors. Elevator 

buildings place no theoretical limit on density and so normally range 

from 60 units an acre to as high as 400 units to the acre. The 

latter being rare, the former being more usual. Our regression analy-

sis of housing statistics on 160 projects in the greater New York 

area has allowed for other variables affecting crime: crime area 

indices, population characteristics (including income level, age of 

inhabitants, number of broken families, etc.), and so on. 
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In a comparison of crime in buildings of different height, 

type and density, a clear pattern emerges. The chart which follows 

the discussion illustrates both the rate and the locational distri-

bution of crimes (felonies) in New York City Housing Authority 

projects. The housing projects involved are all low income and are 

scattered throughout the city. 

The most significant differences occur in comparing the crime 

location in different types of buildings. High-rise buildings 

(thirteen stories or over) experience 54.8 percent of their crime 

within the interior public spaces; low elevator buildings (six or 

seven stories with one low speed elevator), 40.2 percent; and walk-

ups of three stories have only 17.2 percent of their crime in the 

interior public spaces. The interior public spaces in high-rise 

buildings not only must be used by all tenants but also are diffi-

cult for both police and tenants to survey; and there are far too 

many families using these spaces to make strangers and poten~ial 

criminals conspicuous to residents. In contrast, crime in the interior 

public space of walk-ups buildings is minimal, as the residents share 

a short hallway and stair, and, consequently, recognize one another 

(as opposed to an intruder) readily. 

This shift in crime-location pattern indicates that a form of 

mechanical prevention is in operation. The trend toward higher 

overall crime r~tes in the h~her, denser buildings supports the 

hypothesis that a form of corrective prevention is also functioning. 
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From this, one may be led to the conclusion that walk-up, 

low-density housing is preferable to high-rise, high-density 

housing, as a solution to crime problems. Unfortunately, building 

density is seldom a matter of choice but is directly determined 

by the building's economics. Competitive demand for a residential 

space in particular urban settings will in a free market economy' 

drive up the cost of land. Government programs require maximum 

amounts of land costs per unit. A correspondingly larger number 

of units must be placed on a higher priced piece of land in order 

to keep the land and total development cost per unit within fiscal 

bounds. 

High-density solutions, however, are not alw~ys the result 

simply of economics but are, at times, the result of the need to 

rehouse a lmv-income population living in a high-density slum 

which will be cleared and where relocation is difficult. This 

latter may be the result of a more enlightened approach to urban 

renewal, but clearly brings with it a range of new problems which 

~ve are now only beginning to face. 

Providing a uniformly lOW-density .environment is not a universal 

solution to crime problems, and consideration must now be given to 

violating those factors that operate to make low-density environments 

(row housing at 16 units to the acre) operational as crime inhibitors 

and high-density environments '(100 to 400 units per acre) magnets 

and breeders of crime. We have found evidence in a comparison of two 

housing probjects composed of two different housing prototypes: one 
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high-rise slabs, the other densely grouped walk-ups. However, 

both shared identical densities, identical population, and located 

across the street from each other, but density in itself may not' 

be the controlling factor. Other factors affecting crime exist as 

components of high density, and so make crime appear to correlate 

with high density. 

Defensible Space and Crime 

We have, therefore, developed the concept of defensible space 

to describe the various physical elements that promote security in 

urban residential areas. 

Defensible space is a surrogate term for t~e range of mecha-

nisms--real and symbolic barriers, strongly defined areas of 

influence, improved opportunities for surveillance--that combine to 

bring an environment under the control of its residents. A defensi-

ble space is a living residential environment which can be employed 

by inhabitants for the enhancement of their lives, while providing 

security for their families, neighbors, and friends. The public 

areas of a multi-family residential environment devoid of defensible 

space can make the act of going from street to apartment equivalent 

to running the gauntlet. The fear and uncertainty generated by 

living in such an environment can slowly eat away 'and eventually 

destroy the security and sanctity of the apartment unit itself. On 

the other hand, by grouping dwel~ing units to reinforce associations 

of mutual benefit; by delineating paths of movement; by defining 

areas of activity for particular users through their juxtaposition 
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with internal living areas; and by providing for natural oppor-

tunities for visual surveillance, architects can create a clear 

understanding of the function of a space, who its users are and 

ought to be. This, in turn, can lead residents, of all income 

levels, to adopt extremely potent territorial attitudes and 

policing measures, which act as a strong deterrent to potential 

criminals. 

The spatial layout of the mu.lti-family dwelling, from the 

arrangement of the building grounds to the interior grouping of 

apartments, achieves defensible space when residents can easily 

perceive and control all activity taking place within it. It is 

not, of course, intended that residents take matters into their 

own hands and personally restrict intrusion; rather that they 

employ the full range of en.counter mechanisms to indicate con

cerned observation of activity and control of the situation: 

offers of assistance to strangers in finding their way as a means 

for determining intent and legitimate presence; continued presence 

and the threat of possible interference; questioning glances from 

windows; finally, the desire to call the police and insist on their 

intervention. As we have seen too often lately, the ability of even 

secure middle class Americans to intervene, if only by calling the 

Simi-police, is not something that can be depended on any longer. 

larly, self-initiated police intervention in ghetto areas meets at 
-, 

times with community disproval, even where the community feels 

intervention is required. The defensible space environment extends 
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the area of the residential unit into the street and within the 

area of felt responsibility of the dweller--of both low and middle 

income. By contrast, living within large apartment tower de-

velopments, the reSident is isolated; he fe§lls his responsibilities 

begin and end within the confines of his own c:.partment. He has 

learned to be detached even from what he sees outside his own 

window. 

In our newly created dense and anonymous residential environ-

ments, we may be raising generations of young, totally lacking any 

experience of individuality, of personal space, and by extension of 

the personal rights and property of others. In many ways, therefore, 

defensible space design also attempts to attack the root causes of 

crime. In the area of crime prevention, physical design has been 

traditionally relegated the role of mechanical prevention, leaving 

intact the structure of motivation and attitudes, which eventually 

lead to the criminal event. Defensible space design, while it uses 

mechanical prevention, aims at formulating an architectural model 

of corrective prevention. Our pLesent urban environments, created 

with such speed and determination, may be little more than the 

spawning grounds of criminal behavior. 

These then are the basic ingredients that we believe are 

effective as crime prohibitive measures. Is it possible then, using 

these means, to design high-density environments, which also answer 

the urban expansion needs of the fu.ture without making our cities into 

high-crime areas and our population as prone to victimization as they 

presently are? 
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CRIME IS A THIEF'S BUSINESS. PREVENTION IS YOURS 

Introduction 

Wilbur Rykert, Director 
National Crime Prevention Institute 

The topic for today's program is crime in and about residences. 

While the training at the National Crime Prevention Institute will 

equip police officers to deal with a much broader range of crime, 

the very magnitude of residential crime dictates that considerable 

amount of time be allocated to methods by which these crimes may be 

reduced. 

In the past, police operational strategies to reduce criminal 

opportunity have relied almost exclusively on preventive patr~l. 

Given enough police manpower, preventive patrol could be effective 

because only the irrational would venture to commit a crime under the 

constant surveillance of a police officer. Preventive patrol, hml7ever, 

has not worked effectively in the United States because increased 

public demands for police service in non-criminal areas have curtailed 

these efforts; and the patrol function does not encourage private 

citizens or businessmen to assist in eliminating their own crime risk 

(Leve1y & Green, 1968). Studies also show that the citizens them-

selves are confused about their role in crime prevention. They have 
", 

been taught to rely too extensively on insurance for protection, and 
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protect themselves or their property; and the tendency of both citizens 

and police to view crime as a police problem divorces the citizen 

from his role in crime prevention. 

Crime Prevention Categories 

One of the problems with the term crime prevention is that it 

means so many things to so many different people; but, it is generally 
I 

vie\l7ed as something that happens to an individual or a community after 

a criminal act takes place. This has also been true within the police 

organization, where the prevention unit works primarily with juveniles 

after an apprehension has taken place. In order to narrow the scope 

of cri-· r prevention training to a manageable area, the National Crime 

Prevent jon Institute has adopted the crime prevention categories. 

Punitive, Corrective, Mechanical methods have been identified by Peter 

Lejins of the University of Maryland (Lejins, 1967). 

Punitive.--The threat of punishment deters a person from committing 

an offense for which he might be punished. There has been a great deal 

said about the punitive approach, which appears to have been the one 

approach used for centuries. While there are those who argue that the 

punitive approach has no value, Lejins has emphasized that the threat 

of punishment and the fact that the punishment will be carried out, 

not the severity of the punishment, is still a major deterrent to crime. 

Corrective. --In the corrective an-:::a we see two things: first, the 

emphasis on working with an individual once he has committed a crime, 

been convicted, sentenced, and assigned to a correctional institution 
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or placed on probation. This approach has achieved varied success; 

only after the criminal act has occurred. it takes place, however, 

The other part of the corrective category deals with altering social 

conditicns; tearing down slums, building new public housing, adding 

street 1ight--constructive actions that can change the environment 

or the conditions under which crime is thought to flourish. 

Mechanica1.--P1acing obstacles in the path of the would-be 

offender to make committing the crime more difficult. The mechanical 

category of crime prevention is the most recent category to receive 

. 1 b' To many people, the mechanical major emphasis on a nat~ona as~s. 

process of increasing se~urity through locks, burglar alarms, and 

other devices is thought to be too simple; a method that does not 

take into consideration the so-called causes of crime. When related 

to opportunity reduction, mecha::11oa1 crime prevention goes beyond 

mere devices relating directly to security. The altering of com

munity environments through architectural planning, remodeling of old 

C';t';zen surve';llance levels, and any other structures, increasing ~ ~ ~ 

program that will make criminal activity a high-risk action on the 

part of the individual can be placed in the mechanical category. 

Viewed according to Lejins' strict definition, the Institute's program 

based both on mechanical prevention and the second of training is 

portion of the corrective category. Target hardening may more 

appropriately be termed that pa~t of mechanical prevention that deals 

with the hardware of security. 

great amount of interest has developed In the past two years, a 

in the area of mechanical prevention. Critics argue that mechanical 
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prevention does not prevent crline but only displaces it either into 

another geographical area or i.nto another crime category. This is 

hardly an argument against the concept. As a matter of fact, the 

very essence of security is that you will turn the criminal from 

the protected premises to the unprotected. From a community point 

of view, security applications on the part of individuals could push 

criminal activities into areas of the community with previously low 

crime experience. Evidence does exist, however, indicating that the 

bulk of criminal activities are carried out by persons who are not 

highly mobile and that whatever displacement occurs will force them 

into unfamiliar areas of operation or into types of criminal activity 

where they are unskilled and, therefore, more vulnerable to appre-

hension by the police. Success in a mechanical prevention pr.ogram 

can be claimed if, in fact, a great deal of displacement does take 

place. Critics of mechanical approach may take several years before 

significant results can be shown, but they should also not lose sight 

of the fact that very little success has been shown through the 

operation of punitive or corrective processes. 

Other critics of mechanical prevention state that increasing 

security will escalate the ability to criminals to defeat security 

devices. It should be clear to all that anything devised by man can 

also be defeated by man, but only a limited group of highly skilled, 

dedicated criminals reach the stage where they can defeat technology 

with other than brute force. Certain parts of the security industry 

recognize the lead time necessary to produce security devices, and 

the time required for criminals to decipher a product and intentionally 
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design a life span of approximately three years into improved products. 

It would be disastrous if cri'C'e prevention efforts totally disregarded 

technology on the basis that unskilled criminals would be able to 

learn defeat skills faster than our scientific community could improve 

upon prior efforts. 

In recent years, police administrators have developed more and 

more interest in providing services and assisting communities with 

the planning of crime prevention programs. Most programs, however, 

have been short term operations or based on a special community wide 

campaign at certain times of the year. Many have been developed by 

insurance companies, security hardware manufacturers, or service 

organizations interested in the general well being ~nd progress of a 

connnunity. The disappearance of these programs after what appear:s to 

be an initial success can be traced directly to the fact that no long 

range planning took place and that operating public service agencies 

had not assigned specially trained personnel to see that these programs 

continue. 

Theoretical Approach to Police Involvement in Crime Prevention 

Police involvement in a long term crime prevention program must 

be based on a theoretical framework that suggests the possibility of 

eventual success in reducing crime. There are six points to this 

theoretical approach to police involvement in crime prevention 

(Rykert, 1971). 
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Criminal Behavior is Learned Behavior.--Ear1y crimino10gist~, 

believed that criminals were born, and throughout the history of 

criminology, many attempts have been made to identify those inherited 

characteristics that identify a person as a potential criminal. As 

the body of knowledge involving learning theory developed, criminolo

gists also looked at learning theory; and more and more have developed 

their theories to coincide with the process of learning. Most 

theorists, however, have explained criminal learning in terms of images 

that tend to condition the person's beliefs in the direction of criminal 

activity. This is certainly a vital part of learning theory, but it 

is also true that more important than the development of belief 

structures is the reinforcement of those beliefs that comes through 

the accomplishment of a criminal act. 

A criminal act is a success if the perpetrator is not detected, 

but it is also successful enough to contribute to the reinforcement 

of c7ciminal beliefs if, even after detection, the criminal has had 

ample time to consume the fruits of his illegal enterprise. 

If he is able through other means to escape final punishment 

provided ~nder the law, or if the punishment itself can be viewed 

b:¥ the perpetx:ator as being less a personal loss than the gains he 

received- by the crimina~ act itself--the act is counted a success. 

Reducin~ Criminal Opportunity Reduces the Opportunity to Learn 

Criminal Behavior.--Reducing criminal opportunity not only reduces 

the individual's opportunity to learn about crime, but it also reduces 

the op~ortunity to receive positive reinforcements favorable to the 
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criminal actions. Indeed, the individual's failure to achieve 

criminal success will provide negative reinforcement to criminal 

belief structures and positive reinforcement to the be1:lef that 

crime is not: the path of least 'J':esistance. Therefore, legitimate 

p:1ths to success become more inviting to the individual. 

Criminal Opportunity Can Be Lessened by Improved Security 

Measures and by Increasing the Level of Surveillance on the Part 

of the General Public. --By improved security measures, ~ve mean not 

only the installation and operation of more sophisticated devices, 

but: improved applications of devices that are currently installed. A 

large volume of burglary, for example, is committed because entry 

could be achieved through unlocked doors, thus suggesting that simply 

locking whatever device is available would deter the beginning burglar. 

Criminal opportunity can be lessened by a number of ways~ First of 

all, the environment can be designed so that the individual considering 

the criminal act feels that there is a good chance for him to be 

seen by someone who will take action on their mvn or call the police. 

Secondly, the target of his attack can be made to appear so formidable 

that he doe,~ not believe his abilities will enable him to reach the 

forbidden fruit. Thirdly, if he actually attempts to reach the goal, 

the probability of his failure can be increased through the ready 

response of the police. The above process is the system wherein the 

physical environment plays a part, the security devices protecting a ... 

specific target are involved, and tying it all together requires the 

constant surveillance by both members of that particular community 

and the police. 
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Long Range Crime Prevention Will Not Be Achieved Unless Criminal 

Opportunities Are Reduced on a National Basis.--It can be predicted 

with some degree of accuracy that crime prevention applied to a small 

geographical area will result in considerable displacement process 

will tend to diminish as the area of crime prevention activity is 

widened and increased effort is called for on I..ne part of the criminal 

to continue his activities away from a f(;.u~.iliar environment. 

The Police Are in a Pivotal Position and as Such They Should be 

Trained in Crime Prevention and Become Involved in the Preplanning of 

Any ConmlUnity Activity Where Their Services Will Later be Called For.--

This statement provides the basis for all training and implementation 

of programs as defined in the crime prevention definition used by the 

Institute. It means basically that if the police are called to 

respond to an actual crime, such as burglary, robbery, or shoplifting; 

they should also be concerned about reducing the crime risk that led 

to the commission of the overt act. Extended, this statement means 

that the police do not have to take a passive role in the planning 

process, but that they should take a positive step forward and actively 

solicit the opportunity to provide crim~. prevention advice in the 

planning stages 0:1; community activity. The police possess wHhin 

their records and the experience of the officers mucff that can be 

valuable to the planner when considering the safety of the communj,ty. 

Any business seeking a new location of a plant site is certainly 

concerned ~V'ith the level of criminal activity in areas under Con-

sideration. A safe community is a good community ~V'ithin which to work 
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and play; and 1 therefore, a good crime prevention program with 

police involvement in the plarl.TIing stages can be a valuable, ~ocial 

and economic asset to any community. 

Insurance, Security Hardware, and Other Areas of Business and 

Industry Involved in Crime Presention Programs, Must Exchange 

Information with the Police.--Security hardware and procedures, police 

response, andins'urance make up the three levels of protection 

availab1:e to all citizens. At the current time, very little exchange 

of personnel or in~ormation exists within these three areas of endeavor. 

It has been well documented by the Small Business Administration that 

insurance data and police data do not always compare favorably with 

each other, and there is evidence that some Tk.:l.utifacturers of security 

hardware equipment do a better job of analyzing police resources as 

part of their marketing studies than the police departments do them-

selves. The insurancf~ industry and security hardware manufacturers 

are in business purely because of the profit motive. The police, 

however, are in business to provide adequate levels of service to the 

community, and should take a leadership role in coordinating the crime 

prevention efforts 'on all three levels of protection. 

The National Crime Prevention Institute Training Program 

The British home office has long recognized the role of police 

in crime prevention and over ten years ago established a school to 

train police officers in the techniques that would pen~it them to give, 

sound advice to citizens regarding their own security (Home Office Crime 
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Prevention Training Center). Our program, as funded by LEAA, is 

based on the English model, and upon the completion of the training, 

an officer is expected to: 

1. Understand the principles of crime prevention 

2. Be familiar with current theories of com-' 
munity planning 

3. Have obtained the basic skills required to 
conduct a premises survey and make valid 
recommendations .regarding security devices 

4. Be able to present a practical explanation of 
" . k t" d r1S managemen to epartmental personnel 
and to the general public 

5. Have developed the skills required to evaluate 
security hardware and services offered in the 
community 

6. Be familiar with the development of municipal 
security codes 

7. Be famil ~~ar with proven methods of staging
public exhibitions and advertising campaigns 
relating to crime prevention 

8. Understand the basic problems of public and 
private crime insurance 

9. 'Gain an understanding of architectural design 
and its importance to crime prevention 

10. Improve their ability to implement or advance 
a crime prevention program in the department 
and to generate community wide enthusiasm for 
crime prevention 

While it is too early to measure the effectiveness of crime 

prevention bureau~ that have been established since the implementation 

of Ol,r training program,,' we do believe that the training 'plus the 

implementation of a progr.,,!-m by a police dep~rtment will enable the 
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police and the public to work together more effectively than ever 

before. I believe that the police can provide the type of leadership 

in community crime prevention that will significantly reduce those 

crimes of opportunity that today plague both our business and 

residential communities. 
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THE NATURE AND PATI'ERNING OF 
RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL BURGLARIES 

Harry A. Scarr, Ph.D 
Human Sciences Research, Inc. 

Introduction 

P
atterns on the environ~ent of any 

Three agencies impose 

the C
haracteristic patterns of criminal behavior 

area to produce 

found there: 

The offender, by taking ad:anta~e 
opportunities and/or creat~ng h~s 
tunities, commits crimes; 

of existing 
own oppor-

., by things he does or does not tio, 
~e c~t~zen, d/or decreases the probability 
Jncreases an . t' of a 
~hat he will or will not become a v~c ~m 
particular crime. 

The political jurisdiction--largely via ~ts 
. r law enforcement component, the pol~ce--

maJo ter the moves of the offender 
attempts to coun ..' th 

d support the moves of the c~t~zen, ~n e 
:~ver--ending interaction among t~e~e ~h~e~ . 
elements of the patterning of cr~m~na e av~or. 

. J'ust cited, what we shall 
If we consider the three agenc~es 

description of the crime of burglary 
present in this report is a 

h interaction of those three sets of 
from the perspective of t e 

forces. 
bl explain all the dynamics 

We will by no means be a e to 

creation of the patterns we find, 
of the behavior underlying the 

.', 
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1,1 but we will at least be able to say what the patterning is and 

what it is not and make some practical suggestions of ways of 

interdicting it (1). 

A Conceptual Orientation 

By definition, burglary is a crime against a place, o~ against 

property, not against people; or, more appropriately, only against 

. people indirectly .. In other words, it is technically a structure 

that is "victimized," although in common usage we refer to the 

residents or owners of the structures as victims. ·Both from every-

day observations of police personnel and from the informal reports 

of professional thieves, a burglar looks for likely places to hit 

in contrast to, say, a con-man, who looks for likely people to 

swindle. Thus, to a large extent, burglary is a crime of oppor-

tunity; this opportunity is reflected in the environment, both 

physical and social, in which the burglar moves. In order to know 

how this environment is constructed, we must eventually, of cour~e, 

discover the perceptions of burglars as they practice their trade. 

However, in the absence of this information, we can learn a good 

deal about. the characteristics of the objective opportunity structure 

of the physical and social environment by analyses of patternings of 

offenses. Regardless of this subjectivity, in approach, the pattern 

of an objective opportunity structure be analyzed with some meaning. 

A burglary itself is behavior. More properly, burglarizing 

is the behavior of committing a burglary. Like all behavior, .it 
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involves needs to be met, opportunities to meet them, perceptions 

of these opportunities, means to take advantage of such oppor-

tunities, satisfactions when needs are met, decisions about alternate 

routes to need-meeting, and the possibility of outside interference 

in the process. Thus, schematically, the following elements are 

necessary in any approach to burglary, as indeed they are for any 

form of motivated behavior: needs, opportunities ,. means, satis-

factions, and choice. None of the elements are necessarily 

rationally conscious. This is presented schematically in Figure 1. 
.~ 

This approach contains the basic logic for the more elaborate 

cycle presented in Figure 2, specifically representing burglary. 

Though the order of the elements is not necessarily 'fixed, the 

elements themselves are all necessary to a full understanding of 

the crime itself. The elemen~s are in the hypothetical cycle order 

of the figure: 

• .Needs that may be met through successful burglarizing. 

• Perceived opportunities to burglarize. 

• Burglary perceived as a path to meet needs. 

• Knowledge of burglary technology. 

• Choice of burglary over other paths. 

• The burglary attempt, which succeeds in a complete 
cycle. Note that if it fails, the police and court 
systems come into play; and this single cycle, at 
least, is broken. 

" 

• Conversion of the burglarized goods into a useful form. 

• Satisfaction for the act. 

• Reinforcement of the whole cycle thus increasing the 
probability of its reoccurrence. 
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Figure 1 A General Behavior Cycle 

These arroTY's represen~ "ch' /I 
~ Olces made w'th' as the cycle go~s round and' d ~ ~n each category 

to ~et status (s), the OPPOR~~~~T~ m~hU~, the NEE~ ma~ be 
nat~onal periodicals (tv) the HEA.'iS y e to publ~sh ~n 
skills (ws), the SATISFACTIONS rna' _ may, be on7' s ~V'riting 
val from neers (p) h' h Y be express~ons of appro-

• c' , W ~c meet the 0 • • 1 
l~kely the use of thi~ rr I-h" . r~g~na need and make 
nature. Since each c~ .oa_. ~ga~n because of its rewarding 
others crimin~l or o~c~ ~s argely independent of the 

, .a noncr~m~na1 mean ~ 
service of needs The . t F l \ S may ue used i.n the 

. . po~n o~ tHe apnro h b 
at d~fferent points bv diff t' . a? may e broken 
by dcflec ting arrm,' (~hoice~r::th~nter~ent~on l~od'2S, either 
within elements. or oy c ang~ng the factors 
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Burglary 

Figure 2. The Burglary Cycle 

The objective of the 
study is to determine 
all the ways to inter
dict this cycle at any 
point. 

and non-criminal activity Boundary between criminal 

ith' activity regions Boundary between eie~ents w ~n 

Choice 

Recycling 
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Note especially that we have represented each element in a 

, 
differentiated form, that is, at any point many more options are 

available than the one necessary to complete a burglary; and most 

of these options are neither burglary nor even criminal options. 

This data reflects the fact that non-criminal behavior cycles or 

partially criminal cycles are not different in kind from the 

particular criminal cycle we are focusing on. One important im-

plication of thiq is that deflection at any point before the 

burglary attempt is one mode of preventing the occurrence of 

burglary. 

Guided by this framework, three broad questions are the focus 

for our study of burglary: 

1. What is a burglary like? (2) 

2. How are burglaries distributed through 
space and time? 

3. What social characteristics are correlated 
with the occurrence of burglaries? 

The Setting For The Study 

The three jurisdictions which provide the setting for this 

study are Fairfax County, Virginia, Washington, D. C., and Prince 

George's County, Maryland, (hereafter, FC, DC and PGC, respectively). 

The actual police departments (3), v.hose jurisdictions we are ex

amining, are the Prince George's County Police Department' (PGCPD), 

the Metropolitan Police of the District of Columbia (MPDC), and the 

Fairfax County Police Department' (FCPD). 

$3 
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V4rg4n4a.--Lving directly to the west of the ~F~a~i~r~f~a~x~C~o~u~n~t~y~,.~.~_~.~~._ ~ 

District of Columbia, though separated from it by Arlington County 

C't FC 4S the w~althiest, least densely populated, and Alexandria ~ y, • 

and most l.ightly policed of the three whitest, freest from crime, 

d From 1940 through 1970, the population jurisdictions under stu y. 

of the county has doubled each decade, making the county one of the 

Though a good deal more homofastest growing in the country. 

W~th respect to most social indicators than either DC or geneous • 

PGC, it has, nevertheless, some areas that are considerably less 

affuent than one might expect considering the co\'nty median family 

income. 

d b Board of Supervisors, all of whom The county is governe y a 

are elected, who in turn appoint the county executive, \',lho is the 

t (4) The county police force administrative head of governmen • 

consists of 396 men. Patrolling is done almost exclusively by 

automobile, for the obvious reason that the jurisdiction of the 

county police encompasses a largely suburban area. Fairfax City 

and Falls Church City are not part of the county, and therefore are 

not part of the police area of responsibility; the towns of Vienna 

and Herndon, though part of the county, are also not part of the 

county police area of responsibility. As noted above, the county 

is the most lightly policed of our three jurisdictions, as well as 

having the lowest crime rate per population. As for its burglary 

problem specifically, it has the lowest frequency and lowest 
" 

residential rate of the three jurisdictions studied (5). 
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Washington, D .. C.--In stark contrast' t FC DC' h 
0., :ts t e poorest, 

most densely populated, blackest, most crime-ridden, and most 

heaVily policed 6f our three jurisdictions. From 1960 to 1970, it 

is the .,only one of our three J'urisdict4ons to . ff . 
- • su 'er a net popu-

lation decline. 'It is h 
a rat er heterogeneous urban area, en-

compassing within its bO'rdersat one and the same time .extremes of 

slum and fashionable hou~ing. 

The, Di,strict is controlled by the Federal 
government. Executive 

authori tY;'is vested in ~'single Commiss~ioner called the rrMayorrr, an 

assistant to that cOffi!l1issioner, and a nine-member city council. 
All 

are appoin ted hy the:'Pres 4dent. It f' 
... s ~nances are controlled by 

Congress. It is" thus, a .non-rep.resen,tatively governed jurisdiction. 

It is heaVily policed but,. in spite of this, suffered, at the time 

of the study datq , from one of ·the 'highest overall crime rates of 

any urban area in the country. It h th 1 
as e argest resiqential 

burgla;y problem, in terms of. both frequencies and rates" of the 

three· jurisdictions. under study here. 

Prince George's County, MarYland.-~Only the Potomac River 

shares a longE!r border With -DC than does PGC. Lying directly east 

of Washington, the entire southeastern border and three-fourths of 

the northeastern border of the City touch the county. This geo

graph~cal fact has implications for the future development of the 

county, as it has already had during the most recent decade when, 

experiencing the most rapid growth of our three jurisdictions, the 

emigration from the District to the nearer parts of PGC began to 
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affect the county's character. The county is, thus, in the process 

of attempting to cope all at once with (1) the development of a 

plethora of independent jurisdictions, (2) a full range or rural-

suburban-~rban problems, and (3) rapid growth. 

The county contains eight cities and twenty towns. These 

incorporated areas contain 30.6 percent of the county's population. 

Partially in response to the changes that have been and are going 

on in the county, changes largely a function of the inexorable laws 

of demography, the government of the county has recently undergone 

severe change in structure. Prior to 1971, the county was governed 

by five commissioners, all of whom were elected, and who handled 

both administrative and legislative functions. :a~ginning in 1971,' 

a county executive head is elected directly, while legislative 

functions are carried out by an II-man elected county council. As 

the county adapts to this vigorously contested change, a good deal 

of upheaval and stress has occurrec;l throughout the year. PGC 

stands between FC and DC in wealth, density, racial composition, 

criminality, burglary, and intensity of policing, though nationally 

the county is above average for suburban jurisdictions with respect 

to its overall crime rate. 

Data and Data Sources 

Police Reports. --The empirical description of the patterning of 

burglaries is based upon offense reports from the police departments 

in the jurisdictions chosen as our g·tudy sites for 1967, 1968, and 

1969 (6). The number of offenses reported in police records is less 

86 
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affect the county's character. The county is, thus, in the process 

of attempting to cope all at once with (1) the development of a 

plethora of independent jurisdictions, (2) a full range'or rural-

suburban-urban problems, and (3) rapid growth. 

The county contains eight cities and twenty towns. These 

incorporated areab contain 30.6 percent of the county's population. 

Partially in response to the changes that have been and are going 

on in the county, changes largely a function of the inexorable laws 

of demography, the government of the county has recently undergone 

severe change in structure. Prior to 1971, the county was governed 

by five commissioners, all of whom were elected, and who handled 

both administrative and legislative functions. Beginning in 1971, 

a county executive head is elected directly, while legislative 

functions are carried out by an II-man elected county council. As 

the county adapts to this vigorously contested change, a good deal 

of upheaval and stress has occurred throughout the year. PGC 

stands between FC and DC in wealth, density, racial composition, 

criminali ty, burglary, and in tensi ty, of poliC'.ing, though nationally 

the county is above average for suburban jurisdictions with respect 

to its overall crime rate. 

Data and Data Sources 

Police Reports.--The empirical description of the patterning of 

burglaries is based upon offense reports from the police departments 

in the jurisdictions chosen as our &tudy sites for 1967, 1968, and 

1969 (6). The number of offenses reported in police records is less 
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than the total number of 
offenses a t 11 c ua Y committed ;n' , ... a Juris-

diction is a COmmonly accepted fact. , non-reporting 
reporting by police, and police errors 

by victims, non-

in classifYing crimes are 
just Some of the f t ' 

ac ors which Contribute 
to the discrepancy. 

However, the de 
gree of repreSentation 

with regard to the recorded 
of the ttl o a offense population 

offenses is 1 ' ' 
a most ~mpossible to estimate. 

The fact remains that at 
this point in time police 

data is the b es t 
available information f 

or a demographic analyses 
indeed pol' , , ~ce prov~ded information 

of crime patterning, 

is almost the 1 
of 

for 

on y data available 
similar Scope that ' 

~s economically f 'bl 
eas~ e to study. 

Of the 85,292 events repor._ted ' 
~n the UCR, f or FC, DC, and PGC 

1967, 1968, and 1969 
We have a 'I b 

analyses. 
va~ a Ie a total of 56 ,926 for our 

The following factors aCCOunt for th ' 

betwe~n the two numbers: 
e maJor discrepancies 

1. 

2. 

The absence of 01' 
coded and recor~ed~ce report information, 
MPDC' on computer tape, ;n th , pr~or to February ... e 1, 1968. 

bThe use of all known offenses in 
ut the use of a random Sam Ie OfFC and DC, 

PGC police report f'l P, cases from 
lack of a ,~ es, necess~tated by the 
, computer~zed dat ' 
~n that jurisdict; a process~ng system ... on. 

Census Data.--By d' 
co ~ng data according to census tract of 

occurrence we related b 
urglary to social characteristics of 

"neighborhoods If (7) 
• From the available data 

, a set of social 
characteristics are coLrelated w'th b 

~ urglary statistics on a tract-
to-tract basis f a ter selecting th d ose ata which we f 1 ' ee are most 
reliable. 
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Burglary Rates.--Though crime rates have generally been, and 

continue to be, computed as the number of crimes that occur in an 

area relative to the number of people residing in that area, it 

frequently has been pointed out (8) that a valid rate forms a 

probability statement, defining the actual likelihood of a crime 

occurring with respect to an appropriate target group of potential 

victims. For burglary, the most meaningful rate is stated in terms 

of the number of structures or units that are at risk. 

To calculate a burglary rate in this manner, we must obtain an 

estimate of those units which are most likely to be burglarized. For 

the jurisdictions under study, estimates of the number of housing 

units are available and can be used as a valid base for calculating 

rates of residential burglaries. Unfortunately, we were unable to 

gain access to a similarly usable count of non-residential structural 

units. These data are simply not available for our jurisdictions in 

a form that is easily and immediately applicable to being transformed 

into the denominator of an expression for a non-residential burglary 

rate. Thus, raw frequency coupled with partial correlation tech-

niques constitute our solution to the problem of the absence of a 

suitable non-residential denominator. 

Social Correlates of Burglary 

Table 1 presents, for FC, the mean values for the four burglary 

indicators and the thirteen census-tract based social indicators for 

the three years of the study. Several generalizations are apparent 

from this table. First, the average residential burglary rate across 

88 

census tracts (RBR) changed little over the three years. Second, 

although in 1967 the average frequency of I'esid~ntial and non

residential burglaries per tract was equal, since that time there 

has been a decline i th n e non-residential burglary frequency and 

~ requency (12). Third, if an increase in the resident4 al burglary f 

we look for changes in the other soc4 al i • ndicators of a similar magni-

tude, only housing and rental costs co-vary systematically over the 

three years, in both instances, increasing. The one other indicator, 

which might be thought to be predictive, moves in the "wrong" d ' , 1.-

rection; i.e., the percentage overcrowded housing units declines. 

Table 2 presents the intercorrelations among the four burglary 

indicators across census tracts for Fr., Th ~ e most interesting fact 

established in this table is the rather strong positive correlation 

over a 3 year period between the residential burglary frequency and 

the n6n-residentia~, burglary frequency. A comparison with Tables 8 

and 11 will quickly show that, while ~his is also the case in PGC, 

though dramatically less so in 1969 as compared to 1967 and 1968 , 

it is definitely not the case in DC. Our explanation for the high 

correlation in one instance, and the low in another, revolves around 

the differences between land-use development in the urban DC and the 

e eX1.stence 0 shopping centers suburban counties, FC and PGC. Th' f 

throughout FC and PGC means that opportunities for both residential 

and non-residential burglaries will coexist in the same geographical 

areas to a similar degree. In DC, residential and non-residential 

land use is more likely to be geographically separated. Thus, to 

the degree that both residential non-residential burglary are a 
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Table 1 

MEAN BURGLARY AND SOCIAL INDICATOR VALUES 
ACROSS CENSUS TRACTS: FAIRFAX COUNTY, VIRGINIA 

1967 1968 

Residential burglary rate 
18.31 20.63 

Residential Burglary frequency 40.56 52.85 

Non_residential burglary 
frequency 40.51 39.97 

81.08 92.82 

1969 

20.62 

53.23 

34.23 

87.46 

Burglary total frequency 
9353.79 9842.64 10331.41 

population 
94.87 94.85 94.92 

Percent white 

Percent white, aged 5-24 
20.18 18.69 17.46 

Percent husband-wife 
households 89.28 88.87 88.56 

26.72 26.74 26.90 

Percent, aged 6-17 
1.00 1.00 1.00 

Percent rooming houses 
4.82 4.41 4.08 

Percent overcrowded 

Percent black overcrowded 
9.41 9.33 9.13 

Percent black housing units 
.79 .77 .77 

Percent "lower" cost houses 
58.41 55.95 53.28 

Percent "lower" cost rentals 
40.00 38.41 37.41 

Percent owner occupied 
64.67 64.1J 63.54 

Percent husband wife households 
73.03 72.95 73.08 

with children under 18 
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function of opportunity, results such as ours for FC, and 

differences between FC and PGC and DC should be viewed in light 

of this correlation. That is, mixed use areas (such as suburbs) 

will present a problem of burglaries of all kinds for all geo-

graphic areas; more urban areas will result in segregated burglary 

patterns, by type (13). 
Table 3 presents the correlations between the four burglary 

indicators for 1967,1968, and 1969 for FC. There are simply no 

year-to-year replicated relationships between the one rate measure 

we are able to construct, and the social indicators derived from 

census tract data, in the county. In no instance is there sig-

nificanc
c 

in two years with respect to the same variable and the 

RBR. The three frequency indicators, however, show a different 

pattern; each of them is strongly correlated with censUS tract 

population. In addition, increased residential burglary frequency 

which is the most evident in the county, i~ associated during all 

three years with two other indicators "hicb,are also related to 

opportunity structure: the percent overcrowded housing, negative 

correlation, and the percent lower cost housing, negative correlation, 

Thus, again, we have another piece of evidence that the occurrence 

of burglary, on an absolute basis, is a function of the opportunities 

which exist. The greater the population the greater the number of 

burglaries. The most profitable way to think about burglary on a 

counry-wide basis in FC is 's a flat probability which is associated 

with population (and, by inference, structure) density alone. 
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Washington, D. C. 

Table 4 presents the average values, across census tracts, 

for the four burglary indicators, and thirteen social indicators 

for the District of Columbia. To a lesser extent, as was the case 

with FC and PGC, the residential rate and frequency is increasing; 

while the non-residential frequency by tract is declining. Because 

we have data for only two time points in DC, we cannot infer trends 

which are in any sense compelling. Let llS turn, therefore, im-

mediately to the interco!relations across tracts of the four 

burglary indicators and the thirteen social indicators. 

From Table 5 we can see that unlike the two suburban juris-

dictions, there is little relationship between residential and 

non-residential burglary frequencies in DC (14). Note further 

that, with this exception, all the indicators are more highly 

intercorrelated in DC than in either FC or PGC. This finding 

anticipates the general picture presented in Table 9, where the 

correlations of the indicato'rs of burglary with the other census-

derived indicators are presented. In general, all indicators are 

much more strongly related to tract characteristics in DC than in 

either FC or PGC, implying a very strong interaction between urban-

ness of jurisdiction and the strength of the relationship between 

crime and social indicators (15). Thus, for all four indicators 

there is a relationship in both years between burglary and the 
" 

percentage of whites, aged 5-24, percentage of husband-wife 

households, percent overcrowded, percent lower cost rentals, and 
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Table 4 

MEAN BURGLARY AND 
ACROSS CENSUS TItACi~~IAL INDICATOR VALUES 

. WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Residential burglary rate 

Residential bur 1 
gary frequency 

Non-residential b 
urglary frequency 

Burglary total frequency 

Population 

Percent White 

Percent White , aged 5-24 

Percent husband-wife 
households 

Percent, aged 6-17 

Percent rooming houses 

Percent overcrowded 

Percent bl k ac overcrowded 

Percent bl 
ack housing units 

Percent "1 " ower cost houses 

Percent "low " 
er cost rentals 

Percent 
o~mer occupied 

Percent husband ' 
with child' -w~fe households 

ren under 18 

505-184 0 - 73 - 8 
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36.53 

73.28 

38.85 

111.69 

6211. 78 

35.97 

7.60 

72.05 

17 .15 

5.86 

11. 87 

69.45 

17.27 

54.56 

77.94 

27.75 

43.28 

53.85 

106.53 

34.48 

140.99 

6210.10 

34.46 

7.21 

70.88 

17 .35 

5.86 

11.91 

70.25 

17.60 

51. 69 

76.87 

28.29 

43.09 

-
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Table 5 

ONS AMONG BURGLARY INDICATORS: WASHINGTON, D. C. 

1. Residential burglary rate 

2. Residential burglary frequency 

3. Non-residential burglary frequency 

RBF ~ Residential burglary frequency 

NBF = Non-residential burglary frequency 

BTF = Burglary total frequency 

1968 

RBF NBF 

.55 .30 

.19 

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN BURGLARY INDICATORs 
AND SOCIAL INDICATORS: WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Residential 

BTF 

.56 

.80 

.74 

Burglary Rate Residential 
Burglary Frequency Non-residential 

RBF 

.51 

1969 

NBF 

.22 

.10 

Burglary Burglary Frequency 
Total Frequency 

1968 1969 1968 1969 1968 Population 
1969 1968 1969 -

-.09 -.06 .43 .46 -.12 -.18 . 22 .32 

Percent White 
-.38 -.46 -.21 -.28 -.25 -.13 -.30 -.30 

Percent white aged 5-24 
-.33 -.38 -.17 -.20 -.28 -.19 -.29 -.25 

Percent husband-wife 
-.62 -.66 -.29 -.31 -.35 -.25 -.41 -.37 

households 

Percent aged 6-17 
.25 .39 --.01 .09 .04 -.06 .02 .06 

I Percent rooming houses 
.33 .35 .09 .14 .36 .23 .28 .22 

Percent overcrowded 
.62 .63 .26 .29 .37 .30 .40 .38 

Percent black overcrowded 
.37 .47 .22 .28 .19 .08 .27 .28 

Percent black hOUsing units 
-.14 .00 -.20 -.10 -.01 -.07 -.14 -.11 

Percent "lower" cost houses 
.43 .42 .25 .24 .24 .13 .31 .26 

Percent "lower" cost rentals 
.45 .46 .29 .29 .35 .31 .41 .38 

Percent owner occupied 
-.45 -.30 -.46 -.35 -.25 -.25 -.45 -.40 

Percent husband-wife house-
.16 .30 .03 .14 -.07 -._12 -.02 .07 

hOlds with children under 18 

f 

BTF 

.54 

.91 

.51 
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percent owner-occupied housing. Furthermore, there is a relationship 

during both years for three out of the four indicators and a one 

year relationships for one out of the four indicators, between burglary 

and percent white, percent black overcrowded households, and percent 

lower cost houses. All of these relationships are in the expected 

directions; i.e., more burglary, or a higher rate of burglary and are 

associated ~vith the less desirable end of a variable or ~l7ith the 

presence of a higher proportion of the relatively more disadvantaged 

portion of the population. 

Prince George's County, Maryland 

Table 7 presents the mean values, across census tracts, for the 

by now familiar, set of variables. As noted before, for ,the area of 

the county with which we are concerned, the rate of residential 

burglary is increasing, while non-residential burglary is declining. 

With respect to direction of change of the other indicators, as well 

as these facts about burglary occurrences, the county characteristics 

resemble FC more closely than they do DC. Table 8 suggests that, 

with respect to land use, PGC more closely resembles FC than it does 

DC. In addition, one should recall that there is a larger portion 

of PGC which is not policed by the PGCPD than is the caRe with 

respect to FC and FCPD. Given the nature of the rapid change and 

growth of PGC, we would predict that the diminished correlation 

between residential burglary frequency ~nd non-residential burglary 

frequency in 1969, as compared to 1967 and 1968, represents a real 
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Table 7 

ACROSS MEAN BURGLARY AND 
CENSUS TRACTS: PR~~giAL INDICATOR VALUES 

GEORGE'S COUNTY 
J 

' MARYLAND 

r----_~=-___ ~~ ___ _ 
Residential burglary rate 

Residential hurgl 
. ary frequency 

Non-residenti 1 b 
a urglary frequency 

Burglary total 

Population 

Percent White 

Percent White 

frequency 

, aged 5-24 

Percent hush d . 
an -w~fe households 

Percent, aged 6-17 

Percent rooming houses 

Percent overcrowded 

Percent hI 1 ac< overcroWded 

Percent hI 
ack housing units 

Percent "1 " OWer cost houses 

Percent "lower" 
cost rentals 

Percent OWner occupied 

Percent husband- . 
with child w~fe households 

ren under 18 

9J 

1967 1968 

23.08 

25.20 

13.92 

39.12 

8606,95 

79.72 

22.50 

88.97 

24.70 

1.77 

8.80 

27.05 

8.27 

66.82 

62.42 

51.80 

68.50 

28.95 

26.85 

11.40 

38.25 

9154.35 

79.10 

21.72 

88.30 

24.75 

1.77 

8.45 

27.'70 

8.47 

65.02 

61.02 

51.45 

68.47 

1969 

31.41 

28.25 

11.45 

39.70 

9701.57 

78.27 

20.85 

87.67 

24.85 

1.77 

8.22 

28.17 

8.88 

63.25 

59.72 

51.05 

68.57 
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, trend; PCC is a unit that stands between FC and DC in its present 

Gtructural characteristics and in the nature of the changes it is 
undergoing. 
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r-l 
-::t · The residential burglary rate, in PCC, is negatively correlated 

With percent white, negatively correlated With percent husband-Wife 

hOUseholdS, and POSitively correlated With percent black hOUsing units 

(see Table 9). Residential burglary frequency, however, is POSitively 

correlated With percent White, aged 5-24, and with the total papulation. 

If one looks at Table 6, it Can be noted that though the burglary rate 

is correlated With race in the Same way in both DC and PCC, the 

correlation With percent White, aged 5-24, is the oPPOsite in each of 

the jurisdictions. Our hypothesis to explain this anOmaly is that the 

absolute number of crimes is a fUnction of the Population of the 

Yaung age in an area, While the rate is a function of relative oppor-

tunity (16). Thus, in two jurisdictions With a preponderantly white 

POpulation, whites COmmit most burglaries (see percent White 5-24 for 

FC and PCC) in an absolute se"se, but the rate is higher in those 

areas With a high proPOrtion of blacks Simply because the areas in 

Which blacks live offer more oPPOrtunity for Committing the crime of 

burglary. In brief, the POsitive correlations between percent White, 

aged 5-24 and the burglary frequency indicators in PCC and FC are 

artifacts of the correlation bett«en the burglary frequency indicators 

and the total POPulation of the jurisdictions. 
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.£oncluSiO~ 

The ultimate goal of this research is the interdiction of the 

burglary cycle, by taking action which is based, to the greatest 

degree Possible, on Whatever we discover to be the empirics of the 

Situation. If we return now to the conceptual orientation presented 

earlier, it becomes immediately apparent that our results are 

directly related to only a limited portion of the cycle of behaVior 

involved in the events surrounding a burgla~. In b~ef, We h~e 
detailed a series of findings which are relevant to interdicting the 

opportunities in the environment in which a burglar operates. 

To facilitate the statement of particular recommendations, 

which we hYPothesize to be potentially effective in reduCing the 

occurrence of burglaries on the baMs of findings from the completion 

of this Hrst task of our study, it will be well to now state OUr 

findings in a declarative, Simplified, and esSential form. Each 

generalization we have drawn from the analysis of OUr data. falls 

somewhere between a fact and a hypothesis. While there is eVidence 

in OUr data to support the statements to Varying degrees, it is qUite 

obvious that they cannot be considered completely validated propo-

Sitions. However, since it remains true that actions must always be 

based on less than perfect information, we cannot refuse to take 

predictive risks Simply because OUr data are less than perfect. Here 

follow, then, OUr major empirical generalizations. 
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The f Burglaries (17) 
Nature 0 - frequently than 

ur more . burglaries occ 
• Resident~al. 1 burglaries. 

non-resident,a -residential 
· relative to non Residential bUrg~ar~eSa~ing in frequency. 

• . are ~ncre 
burglar,es, .ble-into-money 

. 1y convert~ ble and eas~ len items; 
• Easily mov~e preponderanc~ of ~t~qUipment, and goods are h e enterta~nmen specifically, om 

• 

• 

• 

• 

money itself. 

Most burglaries involve 
value. 

ds of moderate the theft of goo 

'urisdictions, · our suburban J d the Specifically, '~l burglaries involve less 
two-thirds of a th in each instance, theft of items wor , 
than $500. 

Burglarized units are d via a door or usually entere 

window. t y relatively 
. involved forced en r 

Urban burg1ar~es b ban burglaries. than su ur 
more often tematically 

. d not vary sys frequenc~es 0 
Burglary by season. by month or 

are likely to occur at . 1 burglaries Non-resident~a kends. 
night and on wee 

1 to occur during · are like y . t' 1 burg1ar~es Res~den ~a 

the day on weekdays. 

. of Burglaries Pattern~ng 

Residential burglary rates 
• stable in urban areas. 

. ur 1ary rates 
• Resident~~l b b g rban areas 

unstable ~n su u 
popu 1ation growth. 

geographically tend to be 

geographically tend to be 
undergoing rapid 
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• Non-residential burglary frequencies tend to be 
geographically stable in both urban and suburban areas. 

• FreqUencies of residential and non-reSidential 
burglaries are more highly correlated, geo
graphically, in suburban than in urban areas, 

~rrelat~~of Burglaries 

• Burglary freqUencies are strongly correlated With 
population SiZe in suburban areas, but not in urban areas. ___ 

~ Burglary rates and burglary freqUencies are highly 
correlated With a variety of SOcial structural 
characteristics in urban areas, and correlated 
With few Such characteristics in suburban areas. 

Specifically, in OUr urban jurisdiction, 
burglary rates and freqUencies are 
strongly ~OSitive!l correlated With: 

- percent overcroWded hOUsing units 
- percent lower cost rental units 
- percent black overcrowded hOUsing units 

- percent lower-cost hOUsing units 

and strongly negativell correlated With: 

- percent white population 
- percent white population, 

aged 5-24 

- percent husband-wife households 
- percent owner-oCcUpied housing units 

, ! 
;/ Recommendatio~ 
, I 
, I 

i I to the oppOrtunity structure of a neighborhood or of a particular ! J 

/1' ::ete~pp o:opt:i :: :::pv::::

on

f :: ::::e:~::::.jU::i::m:y::::;n::S~tht:y 
Recommendations flowing from these correlation results relate 

i i 

! I instances, they hold implications for the private citizen. In either ~ ! 
• I 

II case, an attempt has been made to be concrete, POinted, and specific. 
' I 
f I 
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Ci.tizen Responses. --The mos t important recommendation that we 

can make is that the ordinary citizen realize that, through a 

series of simple, straightforward acts, he can affect the likelihood 

of his being burglarized. Our evidence indicates that a substantial 

number of burglaries is the product of citizen carelessness, pro-

viding an easy opportunity for a thief. Our prediction is that 

simple acts, because they affect characteristics with a high 

frequency among burglary offenses, could have a marked effect on 

counter-acting the completion of such offenses, if widely utilized. 

The citizen can diminish the perceived opportunity to 

burglarize, by being sure that: 

• Residential premises always appear to be occupied, 
particularly during the day and on weekends. 

• Non-residential premises always appear to be 
occupied (or under surveillance), particularly 
during nights and on weekends. 

The citizen can counteract most simpler, but more prevalent, 

forms of burglary technology by: 

• Securing his premises, particularly during his 
absences, by such acts as: 

- Bolt-locking doors and windows· 
- Extensive lighting about the outside. 

The citizen can interfere with the ease of conversion of 

burglarized goods by: 

• Engraved identification on home entertainment 
equipment, or other easily pawned, portable, 
possessions. 

" 

• Keeping no more cash or convertible securities 
than is absolutely essential on his premises, 
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.golice R esponS~' __ By 
encOUraging cit' ' 

precauti J.zens to take sJ.'mple ons of the kinds 
. we have recommended 
the frequency of b ' the police can reduce 

urglaries, thus e bl' 
na J.ng th ' 

concentrated' eJ.r own efforts to be 
on the substantially 

sk'l1f J. ull executed , offenses, 

fewer d , an --presumably __ 
more 

This is th 
mendation we can make 

e most important 
to 1 recom-

po ice departments 
at encOuraging Simple 

Citizen preVentive 
at the moment. Success 

multiplier eff ect of 
efforts will ha'le 

substa t' 1 a n J.a magnitude 
police, and othe. in affecting how thinly 

r crimJ.nal . 
Justice sYstem 

personnel as well , must Spread themselves, 

In many instances 
, What we h 

ave just said is "b ' 
it may be well to conSider 0 vJ.ous,1t However 

such " b ' , o vJ.ousness" f 
Lazarsfeld's . rom the standpoJ.'nt of J.ncisive comments in h' , 

And, we 

J.s reVJ.ew f Th 
o _ e American Soldier: 

If We had ' i mentJ.oned th 
nVestigation first [ e ~ctual results of the 

looked reasonable tho~a~ e:- than results which 
completely false and g, J.n fact, they were 
results of th contrary to the 
1 e studies] h actual 

abelled these "ob' ,~t e' reader would h 
someth" VJ.ous also Ob' ave 
"b ' J.ng J.$ wrong With th " VJ.ously, 
• 0 vJ.ouspess." It h e entJ.re argument f 
J.ts head. SJ.' s ould really be t d 0 

nee every k' d urne on 
Co~ceivable, it is of J.n?f human reaction is 
whJ.ch reactions actualfreat J.mportance to know 
a~d under What conditio~ ~ccur most frequently 
a vanced social so' s, only then will a 

J.ence develop (L more 
, h azarsfeld 1949) 

mJ.g t add, a truly more '. 
useful one, as well. 
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NOTES 

f the research 
sion of the report 0 72-002- G. 

This is a condensed ver ~I 70-064 and NI he fuller 

supp
orted by NILE-CJ,gr~nt~lY- -in emphasis from

h
t 

t for 
'~f rs pr:L.nc:L.pa ld consult t a 

Though it d:L.~ e d reader shou rns of Burglary. 
report, the inter:ste R rry A. Scarr , patt~, e forthcoming. 

quest40ns of det8:L.l. a nt printing Of :L.C , 
... C. Governme 

washington, D. • • , we summarize t~e 
, ~ this art:L.cle " ~ burglar:L.es, 

d' sect:L.On o~ rist:L.CS o~ 
In the conclu :L.n~alysis of the charac::l correlates. Space 
results of oU:i~ distribution ~n~ s~c~upport for these 
other than th , of the emp:L.r:L.ca 'referred to 
precludes i~clUS:L.O~e interested reader :L.S 

4. 

generalizat:L.ons·l for details. 
'p tterns of Bur gary' 'nce in the a -- ent S:L. , 
---- e artment is of some m~e a total of 21 
The particular d p 's County, there ty boundaries; 

of Prince George within the coun other 
case lice presences there are twO 
additional po f Fairfax County, l' within the 
and, in the case 0 hose jurisdictions :L.e letely surroun~ed 
police departme~~~n~aries and w~o a~: ~~~fax County pol:L.ce 
overall county olicing agency :L.S t 
by areas whose p 
Department. 

't'zen' s 'tled The C:1.:L. -
h Y

ear a booklet ent:L. ~ore-detailed 
blishes eac pursue a U' , 

The county pu 'teres ted reader can ty by reading :1.t. 
k The:1.n f the coun C'vil War Handboo_, , 1 description 0 ecially to a :L. 

anthrOpolOg::Ca' lly interesting, e~p tly relevant to oU1:: 
Though intr:L.ns:L.ca , 1 is not d:1.rec 

of the mater:L.a 
buff, most 
study, 'ble to calculate 

it is not yet po~S:L. under study. 

5. 
As will be noted later, tes for our S:1.tes _residential 
non_residential bUI!~~%t:~ that, nati~~~~;y ~h:~n they are in 

6. 

Another study haS higher in central c:L. . 
burglary rates,are ReisS, 1969, p. 75). 

burban locat:L.on ( 'ngle largest 
su 1 is the S:1. h t 

, ctions, burg ary e varies somew a 
11 three jur:1.sdi hits percentag-

In a crime, althoug 
category O~te to another. 
from one S:1. 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

There was available, from the 1970 Census, at the time this 
report was prepared, first count and some second count data. 
The task of interpolation of values from 1960 census data to 
1970 census data was carried out by Census Data Corporation. 
Under subcontract to HSR, CDC--and most specifically, 
Dr. George B. Bricker--was responsible for the programs 
necessary to convert 1970 data to 1960 boundaries, interpolate 
values for all characteristics used, and produce relevant 
percentages. The greatest difficulty was obtaining 1960 data, 
on tape, in order that interpolations might be made. Though 
it is hindSight, and though Wolfgang (1958) wes one of the 
first to anticipate the following solution to the nastiness 
of interpolation, we ~ngly recommend that longitudinal 
studies, as a matter of police, "turn the corner" around 
census yea.rs. From our experience, the extra ef.fort involved 
in working with any other time year consumes time more 
profitably spent on oth, . aspects of offense patterning. 

Stuart Lottier, who calculated burglary rates of chain grocery 
stores in Michigan, using the total number of grocery stores 
in the chain as the base for his rates, is one of the earliest 
examples of a recognition of the rate base problem (Lottier, 
1938a). More recently, this method has been applied by S. L. 
Boggs (1966), Albert J. Reiss (1967), Andre Normandeau (1968), 
Sagi and Wellford (1968), among others in addition to ourselves. 

! 

, . 
Burglary rates are co~puted, for residential burglaries, as the 
number of burglaries Il)f residences per 1,000 residential units 
(i. e., family dwellini·\ space, such as a house, apartment, or 
room) for each census'!:,ract. 

, 
All discussions of burglary in the District of Columbia 
Metropolitan area must, at some point, come to grips with 
the influence during this time period of the "beltway gang," 
a notorious and purportedly very succ~ssful band of thieves 
who operated close to the circular autobahn surrounding 
Washington. It is our intent, as the study continues, to 
try to assess the extent to which this names, notorious, and 
known entity actually affected the statistics for the whole 
area. (For information on the gang, see Anthony Sterago, 1968). 
In the absence of hard data about the extent .of their activities, 
we are assuming that gang members had no untoward effect on, 
indicators at the census tract level. This is the only 
hypothesis which makes sense in' the face of the widely differing 
opinions about the extent of this gang's operations on the part 
of equally knowledgeable criminal justice personnel. 
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11. This implies, by the way, that police personnel in all areas 
of a IIsuburb ll must be able to cope with all kinds of burglaries. 
Segregated use areas, on the other hand, imply the possibility 
of relatively more specialization on the part of police 
personnel in coping with fewer kinds of burglaries for any 
given geographical area. A simple point, perhaps, but one that 
does have implications for practical matters like police 
staffing at substations, etc. 

12. Similar results were obtained by Boggs in St. Louis in her 
correlations among different kinds of burglary rates (Boggs, 
1964, p. 63). 

13. Boggs found tha~, in the city of St. Louis, both residential 
and non-residential burglary rates were significantly and 
positively correlated with IIminority group status,1I a dimension 
composed of percentage Negro and a fertility ratio (Boggs, 
1964, pp. 72-74). Schmid, in a study using 1949-51 burglary 
rates (calculated on the basis of population), showed that in 
Seattle, non-residential burglary was correlated positively 
with percent male, percent 60 years and over, percent un
employed, and negatively with percent married and median 
income (Schmid, 1960, p. 673). In Atlanta, it was shown that 
family median income was negatively associated with the 
burglary rate based on population (Atlanta Commission on Crime 
and Juvenile Delinquency, 1966; Appendix B-1, p. 15).' In 
Chicago, the burglary rate per 100,000 population was postively 
correlated with percent non-white, density, and percent migrant. 
The rate was negatively correlated with median family income, 
percent owner occupied, median rent, value of owner-occupied 
homes, and with percent foreign born (Giertz, 1970, p. 28). 

14. The issue of the relationship between burglary rates and 
burglar rates has been dealt with by Boggs. She found, in 
St. Louis, a significant correlation between burglar rates 
and residential burglary rates. The correlation between 
burglar rates and non-residential burglary rates was found 
to be insignificant. She concluded that residential burglaries 
were crimes of opportunity (Boggs, 1964, pp. 65-68). 

15. The data supporting this set of generalizations are presented 
in Patterns of Burglary. Space precluded including those data 
in this article. 
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Introduction - -

THE SEARCH FOR SAFETY-_A DUAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Benj amin Ward 
Deputy Commissioner for C()mmunity Affairs 

New York City POlice Department 

Thousands of years ago in ancient Greece, a philosopher Was asked 

to describe the hallmarks of a civilized society. ParamOunt in his 

answer was the concept that no Society or group of people could con-

Sider themselves civilized Until a crime Which was cOmmitted against 

an individual Citizen aggrieved the entire community. There can be 

no question that America has reached this stage in its development as 

a Civilization. The question now, however, is Whether this community 

concern is enough Or must We do more in order to warrant consideration 
as a truly civilized society. 

Crime can no longer be considered the exclusive prOvince of the 

Police. Crime is too pervasive; it strikes at all of us. Every home 

feels the effects of rising crime. The effects can be either direct, 

as in the case of the actual Victim, or indirect in the form of in-

creased insurane. premiums, diffiCUlty in obtaining crime-related 

insurance, and the higher taxes which pay for increased Police pro-
tection. 
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Looking back to medieval England before the rise of organized 

police forces, the prevention of crime and the apprehension of law-

breakers were considered a communal concern. The night watch was 

a duty that was apportioned among the townspeople. The hue and cry 

were raised when a criminal was being pursued and every able-bodied 

man, and very often the women too, joined in the chase. It was only 

with the passage of time that the citizen began to remove himself from 

the police role and leave law enforcement to the professional. 

While no responsible official or private citizen is urging the 

dissolution of organized police forces or a total return to community 

policing, all are agreed that there must be a greater citizen input 

into crime pr.:vention. The task of providing a vehicle and guidance 

for this civilian participation falls logic,,,,Uy to the poli,ce agencies 

and their administrators. The alternative to meeting this challenge is 

either a complete loss of citizen confidence in the police or the rise 

of vigilante-type organizations. 

When we discuss responsibility in this context~ we must bear in 

mind that it is a dual responsibility. The police must accept their 

traditional role and the public, the individual community member, must 

recognize and shoulder his responsibility and work in tandem with his 

police. 

As we .LJok across the nation, there is certainly no shortage of 

viable exampl~s of police and citizens joining together in a common 

cause against crime. In New York City, we pride ourselves that we 
" 

have provided rnannels of involvement for every citizen. We can 
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aCCommodate th , e man or w 
oman Who wants an 

we have ample rOom for and 
active 

the Citizen Who ch 
visible, less act;ve ooses to serve in a 1 

~ capacity. ess 
We have recogn;zed responsibilit' ... 

J..es and have 
undertaken d . ramatJ..c 

role in uniform , 

Our efforts h ave paid 
high diVidends in 

these companion 

efforts to reduce 
crime. 

just a few months. 
The year-

end r ' eVJ..ew for 1971 
shows that overall 

proximately 1 9 
. percent. 

serious crime h 
ad decreased ap

The statisti 
that cs released f 

serious crime has or February show 
been reduced by 

Most significant over thirty (30%) 
, however, is that 0 percent. 

major concerns robbery, one of the d 
, was down 36 1 epartment's 

, . percent. 
atJ..on of a t This reduction is 

rend started 1 a Continu_ 
ast year When 

the department b 
egan a concen-trated drive against 

street crime. 

CitY-Wide Ant' , 
J..-crJ..me Unit 

A substantial 
part of the cr d' 

crime must go t o our 
e J..t for this 

recession in 
CitY-wide Ant' , Violent 

program, estab'l' h Police Commissioner J..S ed by 
J..-crJ..me 

Murphy late in 1971. 
officer has al ways 

The presence of a 
uniformed 

police 
been cons'd J.. ered a vit 1 f 

Even when successful a " a actor in deterring 
crime. 

, crJ..mJ..nal is 1 

mediate goal of COmmitting on~y frustrated in his im-
a crime. He will 

area or select USually move on to another 
another Victim. 

d ' We must ask ourselves 
eS~rous result. COmmis' 

, sJ..oner Murphy 
Whether this ' J..S a 

come Was ' necessary 
decided that a 

more POsitive out
so the City-wide Ant' , 

Over tw~ J..-crJ..me ' 
hundred men and unJ..t was established. 

Women, all VOlunteers 
assigned to high- . out of uniform 

- crJ..me areas of ' are now 
the City at various 

hours. Simply to 
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say that they are working in civilian clothes would be misleading. 

These officers are on the street posing as the average citizen--in 

short, offering themselves as potential victims in place of the ci-

vi1ian. We have witnessed our men making arrests dressed as window 

washers, hot dog vendors, and Eassidic Rabbis. They have posed as 

blind mendicants, prostitutes, and ice cream men; all is done in an 

effort to put a stop to street muggings and robberies. The current 

statistics are ample proof of the success of this anti-crime effort. 

In addition to the city-wide unit, each of our seventy-three patrol 

precincts now has five (5%) percent of its allotted manpower assigned 

to civilian clothes anti-crime work. The efforts of these local 

units are being coordinated through the city-wide unit. 

Citizen Involvement 

The anti-crime units and other innovative programs are only one 

side of this dual approach to crime prevention that we are seeking. 

We must still achieve equal involvement on the part of the citizen. 

Every person has his own idea of what h~ wants to do in the fight 

against crime. We cannot expect every public-spirited citizen to be 

willing to put on a uniform and patrol the streets as an auxiliary 

police officer, but neither can we ignore his desire to serve in some 

other capacity. 

Beyond a doubt, the Auxiliary Police Force is the backbone and 

mainstay of the New York City Police Department's citizen involvement 
... 

efforts. The concept of an Auxiliary Police Force is by no means a 
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new 'd ~ ea in New Y k . or Cuy. W 
e saw civilians 

ment the police force d . volunteering to supple-
ur~ng the First and Second 

present auxilia World wars. The 
ry structure is an out 

. growth of the 
~petus of the 1950' civil defense 

in the event of a 
s. Originally trained 

to augment police 
disaster , 

police-citizen t eam. 
they have become a 

services 

Vital part of the 

Presently, OVer 
3,500 men and w 

A . omen are acti 1 
uX~liary Police Off' ve y serving as 

~cers, with an add4 t. ... ~onal 

these vOlunteers performed 

In ke . 
ep~ng With the 

current re-thinking 
about the 

recently aSSigned several 
to actual aux-

During 1971 alone , 900 officers . . t 

~n tra~ning. 

approximately 268,000 hours of patrol. 

role of women in 
police work We h , ave 

iliary Policewomen 
street patr 1 

able publi 0 and have found h4 ghly c reaction ... favor-
to this novel experiment 

The p "I' • uo ~C-spirited 
Citizens who v 1 

k 0 unteer t 
wee on patrol undertak . 0 spend four hours a 

e an ~ntensive forty h . 
course which includes the our pr~mary level training 

law of arrest 
first aid . , pol~ce tactics , 

, use of force, 
crowd Control 

and law. Th ' 
e instruction is g' 

~ven over a 
mandatory '. 

period·of ten w k 
ee s and is a 

can begin an 
Y patrol duties. 

prerequ~site b f 
e ore a person 

for auxiliaries wishing 

In the beginning 

AdVance training programs 

to qualify for promot' 
~on. 

are available 

of this year, the New 
partment was th '. e rec~p~ent 

York City Pol' 
~ce De-

of a grant under the 
Safe Streets Act for the provisions of the 

express purpose of t 
POlice and increaSing s rengthening the Auxiliary 

minority inner-city 
repreSentation among the 
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ranks of the auxiliaries. In keeping ~~th this design, we now offer 

our forty-hour auxiliary police training course in Spanish as well 

as English, thus eliminating any language barrier that might have 

prevented members of the Hispanic community from volunteering their 

services. 

The Auxiliary Police Force does not represent the Police De-

partment's sole thrust in the twin areas of encouraging private citi-

zens to take an active role against crime and providing those citi-

zens with a viable course of action. The department learned that an 

enormous number of citizens, compared to the size of the formal Aux-

iliary Police, were actively engaged in various self-protection 

activities within their communities. These activities involve many 

strategies including actual patrol--both on the street and in the 

vestibules and hallways of large apartment buildings, the establish-

ment of "security desks" at the entrance to said dwellings so as to 

screen out potential muggers, burglars, and the like, and activities 

involving surveillance of a given location from the volunteer's 

window. The latter method enables elderly people and shut-ins to 

actively contribute to the safety of their neighborhood without 

calling upon them to perform the vigorous work of actual patrol. 

These civilians, although displaying the same high level of moti-

vation that is characteristic of the Auxiliary Policeman, declined to 

join that organization for a variety of reasons. Data are scant 

apropos of these reasons. In the main, ,.,however, they seemed to rev"lve 
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around the quest' loons of 

the regulation police 
physical qualification' 

, a reluctance to don 
u 'f n1. orm, an inability 

to find the available time to undergo the 
Auxiliaries' v' 

1.gorous training 
Certainty as to th course, 

e location(s) wh 
ere they might be called 

upon to 

and un-

patrol. 

A survey b 
y my office disclosed 

150 neighborhood civil1.' 
an patrols 

Many of these patrols were 

that there were 
approxima tely 

operating in New Y k . or C1.ty. 
empl . 

°Y1.ng walkie-talkie 
patrol aid. A new u . devices as a 

n1.t was established 
Forces Section of the 

as part of 

New York City Police 
to bring th ese concerned 

the AUXiliary 

Departme t . n .. , 1.n order 
citizens into cl 

d oser cooperation and 
co or ination with the Police 

Department. B 
ecause of the wide-spread use of walk' 

1.e-talkie rad' 
1.0S, we designated 

Auxiliary Commu' . this unit the 
n1.cat1.ons F 

orce of the Auxiliary 
Th Police Sect1.·on. e potential . 

1.mpact of these groups is 
very great and could ea '1 S1. Y encompass 

To-date, my office has 
thousands of concerned 1 

vo unteers. 

identified l75,existing 
pr t civilian self-

o ection groups throughout 
the city. At 1 

h east 12 of these ave been organized by my off' 
1.ce, representing 418 VOlunteers. 

We have aSsisted 16 of 
the eXisting groups 

difficulties b . which were having 
, Y 1.nCreasing their membershi 

W'th 1 p and coordination 1. ocal precincts 
. We have undertaken to 

with an identif' . equip each Volunteer 
1.cat1.on card , some training, 

lines to be adhered to . and a book of guide-
, 1.n order to remain 

associated with the 
Police Department. 
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The civilian patrol groups have attracted the attention of 

the media and have generated Congressional and State legislative 

interest. Congressman Jonathan Bingham, of the Bronx, and State 

Senator Steve Kraft have introducE~d similar bills in their re-

spective legislative bodies, which would supply funding for the 

purchase of walkie-talkies and other communication equipment. 

I have publicly supported this legislation, although there are 

previsions within that I would 'prefer to see modified. 

Our Communications Division people have located five unused 

radio channels and have obtained a firm commitment from the 

Federal Communication Commission to assign these channels to the 

New York City Police Department. We plan to utilize these channels 

for the exclusive use of the Citizen's Patrol Units in New York City. 

Our department has prepared a Safe Street Act funding request 

that will enable us to supply each of the 73 precincts with a dozen 

walkie-talkies and a base station. Mayor Lindsay and Police Com-

missioner Patrick V. Murphy support this effort. The Mayor has 

promised to find means of supplying local funding if LEAA funds are 

unavailable. 

The continuing and expanding role played by community patrols, 

auxiliary police, and others interested in crime prevention programs 

depends largely upon the active role taken by police at all levels. 

We must be responsive to the needs of the public and express approbation 

of a community's willingness to share the responsibility for the safety 
", 

of its streets. 
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We cannot, however l' . 
, ~~t our responses 

seeking . 
act~ve participation 

Solely to those groups 
in community 

Courage and . protection. We must 
ma~ntain th . C.n-

e ~nterest f h o t e entire cit' 
end, the New York C4ty ~zenry. To this 

.... Police D 
. epartment has made . 
~ts Precinct C . extens~ve use of 

ommun~ty Councils. 
These councils 

each of our seventy-three ' which operate in 
precincts, are made up 

nessmen, a d 1 of residents, busi-
n re igious leaders of 

the area. E 
with the 1 ach month they meet 

po ice officials of 
that precinct d 

an work on solutions to' problems of mutual concern. 

The Councils, in addition 

community, create a two-way 

general street condit' J.ons. 

to providing a valuable 
link with the 

communications fl 
ow regarding crime and 

Often~ fear on the par'- f 
i b ~ 0 the pUblic for 

s ased on rumor and 
its safety from crime 

be dispelled by dissemination 

Precinct Community Councils. 
of factual 

We have attempted to k . 

misinformation which 

information through the 

can 

eep th~s factual inf . 
cal nature. ormat~on of a practi-

To deal with a ri . 
s~ng burglary rate we h 

programs in h' ' ave devised two w ~ch local citi 
zens can become involved. 

One is the Premises S 
ecurity Program, and the . 

other is a Property 
Identification Program. 

One officer in each precinct 
of the City in h' 

residential b' w ~ch there are 
or us~ness establishments 

P has been designated the 
remises Security Officer. 

After a period f 
o training, this offi .. cer 
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security surveys conducts continuing Premises of local busiupon the 

and residences. ness establishments d ' d of the pants are a Vl-se The occu 

'ty weaknesses securl- in their premises. d devices Remedial procedures an 

, 'f'ed weaknesses. re l-dentl- ~ , 
are recommended to cu that h;s serV1ces 

' s to ensure Council meet~ng the Precinct Community 

The officer addresses 

'd ly known.' become Wl- e 

' 'th this program, we In conjunct~on w~ 1 d S igned a have recent y e 

b operated ' Program'to e t Identificat~on Proper y Precinct Comby our 

'ty Councils. mun~ -l mple one which The idea is a S.L has been employed 

11 communities. in many sma is so vast that it was New York City 

t find a special ne.cessary 0 k ' a large city. design which would wor ~n 

d' a What we have develope ~s hich envisions program w the purchase of 

Each family in 'nct in the city. machines for each prec~ _ 

ten etching borrow the mach;nes for 
I , 'ted and encouraged to 

' t is so ~c~ -In their the prec1nc k 11 of the property • 
d during which they mar a In order 

up to three ays, to be stolen by burglars. 
business most likely k d 

residences or h property be mar e 
to r equiring that t e ' t we are 

localize the proJec , residence is located, 
precinct in which the with the number of the 

of the head of the social security number , a dash and the t 
followed by • 1 index card iden 1-

fills out a s~mp e The citizen then t 
household. card to his precinc 

He delivers this fy-lng the property marked. 1 j b 

• 't to be fi eo y who will cause ~ 
, iting patrolman, 11 by computer. station or V1S t and centra y 

in the local precinc 

number • d to his premises, decal to be aff~xe 

social security 

ting household receives a The coopera 
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Which announces that all valuables therein have been marked and reg;S-

tered with the POlice department. It is expected that marking the 

property in this manner will (1) discourage thefts; (2) aid in property 

recovery; (3) decrease the likelihood of resale of stolen property; 

(4) assist in the apprehension, prosecution, and conviction of crimi-

nals. All Costs of the marking kits (approximately $21 pe~ kit) will 

be borne by the Precinct Community Councils to insure their continuing 
interest in the program. 

A basic misunderstanding of the police role and function can be 

as divisive as any rumor. In attempting to eradicate this type of 

confusion, there is no sUbstitute for the personal face-to-face 

explanation. During the late 1960's, in a search for increased police 

mobility and shortened resPonse time, We moved away from the familiar 

foot patrolman. This is not to say that we have abandoned the concept 

of having a Visible available police officer Out of a patrol car. We 

have, in fact, instituted programs which combine the beet of both systems. 

The Neighborhood Police Team program was deoigned to>mprove 

understanding between the police and their community. By assigning a 

sergeant and a team of patrolmen to a fixed area on a Continuing basis, 

the New York City Police Department has acknowledged that police service 

can be Significantly improved if residents and business people in that 

area become personally familiar with their police. 

The team commander has extensive flexibility in the use of his 

men. He is encouraged to provide for as much police-citizell contact as 

Possible through the assignment of men to foot patrol and the use of 
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techniques such as "ride and walk." The sergean.t and a portion of his 

team attend community meetings, meeting their public, discussing crime 

and related problems, offering advice, and listening to problems. 

Through the introduction of Neighborhood Police Teams, the officers in-

vo1ved have become an integral and personalized part of the community. 

A logical extension of the Neighborhood Police Team experiment, which 

would even further integrate the police into the community, would be 

the assignment of police officers to work in their own communities. 

While this idea runs contrary to established police tradition, Police 

Commissioner Murphy has inaugurated a pilot program to test the validity 

of such "Resident Patrolmen." 

Six officers have been assigned to duty in their resident precincts 

under the supervision and guidance of the Neighborhood Police Team com-

il 

mander. Special telephone numbers have been established at the station 

houses to make it easier for community residents to reach the officers. 

,.1 .,. During their tour of duty, the men wear an informal uniform, grey 

slacks, and dark blazer jackets with the department crest on the breast 

pocket. We have encouraged these men to become actively involved in 

community projects and concerns. We urge the resident patrolmen to 

make themselves available to their neighbors, providing a direct 

liaison between the citizen and the station house. 

From this overview of the current efforts in New York City, we 

see the many diverse persons and thoughts that go into creating a 

viable, cooperative effort between the pa1ice and the public. If the 
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police are responsive 
to community needs 

guidance f ' provide methodology and or Citizen 
participation, and a . 

perform tl . ggress~ve1y 
Ile~r func tion under 1 . and progreSSively 

We will see the po1~ 
aw, then 

pUblic as true ' partners . 
aga~nst crime. 

.... ce and the 
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